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ABSTRACT 

 

A STUDY OF EARLY STAGES IN PROTEIN AGGREGATION 

 

By 

 

Srabasti Acharya 

 

 Protein aggregation has been widely associated with neurodegenerative diseases like 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. One of the challenges associated with treating these diseases is that 

by the time people go to the doctor, the aggregation process has already spread all over their 

brain and killed a big chunk of the brain cells. The biochemical changes start happening at least a 

decade before the actual symptoms occur. In order to treat these diseases, it is essential to catch 

the aggregation process very early. This thesis presents a novel biophysical approach of attacking 

the aggregation problem, which is aimed at early detection of neurodegenerative diseases.  

 My findings suggest that monomer reconfiguration controls early steps in protein 

aggregation. When reconfiguration is fast, bimolecular association is not stable and can be 

disrupted easily, but as reconfiguration slows, association is more stable and the likelihood of 

aggregation increases. This hypothesis is tested in both Aβ peptide and α-synuclein. 

Furthermore, we find that mutations that have been associated with these diseases promote 

aggregation by slowing down reconfiguration. On the other hand, good mutations that inhibit 

aggregation speed up reconfiguration and thus reduce the chances of the protein from getting 

trapped into making stable intermolecular interactions. This suggests that speeding up 

reconfiguration can be used as an effective strategy of rescuing proteins from aggregation. Using 

this technique, we have identified an inhibitor molecule which can become a potential drug 

candidate for fighting neurodegeneration.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Protein Aggregation 

1.1 Protein Folding 

 Proteins are the major components of the living cell and play an important role in 

maintaining life. They are produced inside our cells by the process of translation, and comprise 

of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. There are 20 naturally occurring amino acids, and each 

comprise of a backbone that includes a carboxyl and an amino group and a distinctive side chain 

(R-group) bonded to the Cα atom (shown in Figure 1.1). Two amino acids may link together such 

that the OH of the carboxyl group of one amino acid and H of the amino group of another may 

be removed in the form of a water molecule giving rise to a peptide bond connecting the CO and 

NH2 groups. This dipeptide may be joined by more amino acids forming a polypeptide chain, 

which is also called a protein. Each protein will contain one free amino group which is known as 

the N-terminus, one free carboxyl group known as the C-terminus, R groups referred to as 

residues, and the linked carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in between C and N-terminus (except 

the R-group) referred to as the main chain or backbone. The R-group imparts unique 

physiochemical properties to each amino acid. They can be broadly classified as being aliphatic 

(alanine, glycine, isoleucine, leucine, proline, valine), aromatic (phenylalanine, tryptophan, 

tyrosine), acidic (aspartic acid, glutamic acid), basic (arginine, histidine, lysine), hydroxylic 

(serine, threonine) sulphur-containing (cysteine, methionine), amidic (asparagines, glutamine). 

However, they may also be classified based on their polarity, size, charge or hydrophobicity.  

 Most proteins fold into a unique 3-dimensional structure called the native state that is 

essential for its proper functioning. The hydrophobic collapse has been widely described as one 
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of the key factors that drive protein folding, apart from other factors like Vander Waals forces, 

electrostatic Coulomb interactions, hydrogen bonds, disulfide bridges, etc. Anfinsen in his 

famous experiment showed that the folding and unfolding of proteins is reversible and proved 

that a protein would spontaneously fold into the most stable state, which suggests that the 

information needed to determine the final native conformation is located in the sequence itself 

[1]. However, Levinthal’s paradox states that it is impossible for proteins to sample all possible 

conformations in physiologically relevant time to attain its native state, and the fact that protein 

folding happens in millisecond timescale suggests that there must be a specific folding pathway 

guided by native-like interactions already present within the unfolded state. NMR and X-ray 

scattering studies have detected the presence of local and long-range contacts, native-like and 

non-native interactions within the unfolded  states referred to as residual structures [2]. 

Experimental and computational studies have further shown that intramolecular diffusion of 

unfolded states of well behaved proteins is relatively slow, suggesting a rugged energy 

landscape, since a smooth landscape would enable unfolded conformations to reconfigure rapidly 

by diffusion without having to slow down [3][4][5].  

1.2 Protein Misfolding and Aggregation 

 Protein aggregation is the process in which non-native conformations of two or more 

proteins interact, leading to their self-assembly into a variety of structures called aggregates. 

Protein-protein interactions leading to aggregation is unwanted because it often prevents the 

protein from adopting its functional state and detrimental because the resulting protein 

aggregates often have toxic properties and can lead to neurodegeneration[6]. Evidence collected 

over the years suggest that protein aggregation can initiate from different conformations  ranging 

from a fully unfolded monomer to misfolded states or a partially folded conformation [7].  In all 
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the above cases, aggregation-prone segments that are normally buried in the fully folded state 

become exposed to the solvent, initiating intermolecular interactions which can lead to the 

formation of amyloid-like oligomers and fibrils. What makes one protein more aggregation 

prone than another? Sequence definitely plays a key role and generally sequences that have high 

hydrophobicity, low net charge and high β-sheet forming propensity are more likely to 

aggregate.  

 One of the most widely accepted mechanisms for assembly of monomers into aggregates 

is the previously reported ‘nucleation growth’ mechanism. According to this mechanism, the 

nucleus which could very well be a monomer, acts as a template for growth of an aggregate 

through the association of further monomers. Evidence have been found of proteins populating 

amyloid conformations at the monomeric level which were described as ‘β-like’ structures that 

seemed increase with aggregation promoting conditions [8]. Study of insulin aggregation has 

revealed that monomers without undergoing any structural organization directly assemble at the 

end of a growing aggregate and lead to elongation of an amyloid like fibril [9]. However, in 

some cases evidence were found suggesting that native monomers initially convert into 

misfolded conformations, which initiate self-assembly through a template-independent 

mechanism with formation of an amyloid-like oligomer that acts as a nucleus, leading to higher 

order oligomer formation and then finally fibrils. This mechanism is referred to as ‘nucleated 

conformational conversion’ mechanism [7].  It was recently shown that the Aβ40 monomers can 

rapidly form small spherical oligomers in vitro that are kinetically competent to slowly convert 

to amyloid fibrils following the nucleated conformational conversion [10]. The two models differ 

in many ways. In the former model, it is believed that the monomer may directly interact with 

the nucleus, the nucleus may be as small as a monomer and the rate-limiting step is considered to 
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be the formation of the nucleus. The latter model proposes that both the building block as well as 

the nucleus is the oligomeric species, and the rate limiting step is the conversion of the non-

amyloid oligomer into an amyloid-competent oligomer; once that happen amyloid formation 

advances rapidly. One view that could possibly unify the two models is that the first step of 

aggregation requires the monomer conformational ensemble to be in a state which exposes their 

hydrophobic patches long enough to the solvent, which can initiate bimolecular association in 

between two proteins.  

 Funnel-shaped free energy landscapes provide a useful description of protein folding in 

isolation, but the behavior of proteins in the living cells are much more complex and competition 

between intramolecular and intermolecular interactions will result in increasing ruggedness to 

the energy landscape. Figure 1.2 shows a previously reported schematic representation of an 

energy landscape that takes into account both protein folding and aggregation [11]. It shows that 

a wide range of different conformational states and multitude of pathways may be available to 

each protein as it navigates through the landscape. Inside living cells, the relative depth of each 

well will depend upon the protein sequence, solution conditions, temperature and also protein 

concentration.  Energy minima on the aggregation side of the energy landscape are also poorly 

defined. Sometimes, under same set of solution conditions, a multitude of fibrillar or oligomeric 

morphologies may be formed, which adds further complexity and multiplicity to the aggregation 

pathway. However one simple fact that emerges out of such complexity is that protein folding 

and aggregation are intimately connected, and somewhere along the folding pathway the 

sequence may take a wrong turn and aggregation happens as an off-pathway event or that some 

sequences favor the aggregation well over the folding well. Cells have sophisticated quality 

control mechanisms to ensure that a newly synthesized protein is properly folded before being 
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released. When  misfolded proteins accumulate within cells, organelles like the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) activates a complex signaling network called unfolded protein response (UPR) to 

cope with the stress [12] [13]. UPR increases expression of chaperone proteins which help to 

fold the proteins properly and also directs the damaged proteins towards degradation via either 

ubiquitin–proteasome system or lysosomal autophagy. When such attempts to re-establish ER 

homeostasis fail misfolded proteins assemble into toxic aggregates, causing cellular dysfunction 

and death.   

 There is another interesting class of proteins called the intrinsically disordered proteins 

(IDPs) which challenges the widely accepted structure-function paradigm. Such IDPs lack stable 

secondary and or tertiary structures, yet fulfill regular biological functions. They could either 

exist in state of extended disorder due to repulsion from a net charge, which would resemble an 

ideal random coil, or a semi-collapsed state containing transient secondary structures referred to 

as pre-molten globule. Such natively unfolded proteins are typically characterized by a low 

overall hydrophobicity and large net charge [14]. In comparison with structured proteins, IDPs 

mostly lack structure-promoting residues (like cysteine, tryptophan, tyrosine, isoleucine, 

phenylalanine, valine, leucine, histidine, threonine, asparagine) and are relatively enriched in the 

disorder-promoting residues (aspartic acid, methionine, lysine, arginine, serine, glutamine, 

proline, and glutamic acid) [15]. Due to lack of a folded structure, the hydration of IDPs is 

significantly higher than that of globular proteins of similar size, suggesting that the chain has 

largely exposed interaction surfaces [16].  
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1.3 Reconfiguration and Aggregation 

 Aggregation may be defined as the physical process in which two or more proteins may 

bump into each other and end up clumping together. Within the crowded environment of the 

cells, the proteins have great chances of bumping across each other, so that raises the very 

important question as to why they don’t always aggregate. Therefore there must be an escape 

route which needs to be taken into account while describing aggregation.  One aggregation 

model that accommodates this idea has been reported recently [17]. This model talks about the 

very first step in aggregation from the view of monomer dynamics. A monomeric protein at any 

time may be sampling different kinds of conformations, a process called protein reconfiguration. 

Some of those conformations may be aggregation competent monomers (M*), which may have 

hydrophobic patches sticking out at the surface; while some of them may be aggregation 

incompetent monomers (M). Assuming that there is no significant energy barrier between the 

states, at any time M and M* may be inter-convertible by diffusive reconfiguration, the rate of 

which is given by       . The reconfiguration rate can be estimated by assuming that it is the 

rate to diffuse from one point on the chain across the chain diameter, given by            
  

where D is the intramolecular diffusion coefficient and    is the radius of gyration of the chain.  

 For the aggregation process to initiate, two M* conformers have to first come together by 

a bimolecular diffusion controlled rate     and form an encounter complex [M*M*]. While both 

monomers are in the encounter complex two things may happen; they may make stabilizing 

bimolecular interactions that lead to an oligomeric state O or one or both the monomers may 

escape by reconfiguration to the innocuous conformation M which makes stabilizing bimolecular 

interactions difficult and the complex comes apart. Thus there are three possibilities:  
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1) When        , the reconfiguration is really fast and before stable associations happen, 

one or both M* conformers reconfigures back to an innocuous conformation M. 

2) When        the reconfiguration happens really slowly, because of which M* takes a 

long time to form and so the likelihood of two M* conformers coming together is really 

unlikely. Hence the encounter complex is rarely made. 

3) When         the reconfiguration happens with an optimum speed such that two M* 

can react to form a stable encounter complex. When that happens, the encounter complex 

can proceed to form an oligomeric conformation O.  

 The previously reported kinetic scheme shown in Figure 1.3 takes into account these 

three possibilities [17]. It used the bimolecular association rate       10
5
 s

-1
 calculated for a 

solution of 100µM protein of average molecular weight in water and a range of     values to 

solve the model. The model assumes that the rate of forming O is much slower compared to rate 

of formation of the encounter complex, because it would require further structural reorganization 

and may even need the addition of a third aggregation competent monomer M*. Under this 

assumption     was chosen to be 100s
-1

, an arbitrary rate that is slower than the bimolecular 

association rate and fast enough to allow solving the model within reasonable computation time. 

The kinetic equations governing the scheme were solved in Matlab to calculate the oligomer O 

formation rate with time. Figure 1.4 shows the plot of different oligomer formation rates at 

different     values, ranging from 10
3
 to 10

5
s

-1
. It has been previously reported that the 

reconfiguration rate of α-synuclein is     10
5
s

-1
 at 40°C [18]. Interestingly, Figure 4 shows that 

the oligomer formation rate is most rapid when bimolecular association rate matches the 

reconfiguration rate of α-synuclein such that             10
5
s

-1
. The physical significance of 

this is that aggregation results from kinetic competition between reconfiguration and bimolecular 
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association. When reconfiguration happens at an optimum speed, the aggregation competent 

monomers get enough time to interact and stick, thus forming stable bimolecular associations in 

the form of aggregates. 

   The rate of forming O is assumed to be slower than reconfiguration, but an increased    

does not affect the overall trend of maximal oligomerization occurring when         . Also the 

escape rate     may be different from the diffusive reconfiguration rate   . To take that 

possibility into account the model was also solved in the scenario such that           where   

is some fraction determined by the equilibrium constant for M and M*. That increased the 

oligomer formation rates, but the overall trend of maximal    remained unchanged, suggesting 

that         assumption is not unreasonable. Clearly this aggregation model is quite simple 

and the real process could be more complicated. However, since it has been able to predict the 

aggregation behavior of α-synuclein correctly and also it is the only model in current literature 

that explains aggregation from the monomer point of view, I will use this model in good 

confidence to explain my experimental measurements in subsequent chapters.  

 In this thesis, I will describe the experimental technique to measure protein 

reconfiguration in chapter 2 and then go on to test the above mentioned aggregation hypothesis 

using two sequences, namely Aβ peptide and α-synuculein protein. In chapter 3, I will talk about 

Aβ peptide aggregation in connection with Alzheimer’s disease and using aggregation model, I 

will compare the early aggregation propensity of Aβ peptide based on its length, pH and addition 

of an aggregation inhibitor. In chapter 4, I will talk about α-synuculein protein in connection 

with Parkinson’s disease and then show that its reconfiguration rates can be moved around using 

inhibitors or point mutations. 
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Figure 1.1 Two amino acids forming a peptide bond by removal of a water molecule 

(http://molecularsciences.org/files/images/peptidebond.jpg) 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Energy landscape connecting protein folding and aggregation [11]. 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2706318/#!po=45.1220) 

http://molecularsciences.org/files/images/peptidebond.jpg
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Figure 1.3 Kinetic scheme describing the early phases of aggregation [17]. 

(http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2013/MB/c2mb25334h#!divAbstract) 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Oligomer formation rate with time at different reconfiguration rates [17]. 

(http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2013/MB/c2mb25334h#!divAbstract) 
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Chapter 2 

Measuring Intramolecular Contact Formation 

In this chapter I will describe the experimental technique for measuring protein reconfiguration 

and the computation methods of analyzing the data. 

2.1 Method 

 Intramolecular loop formation is one of the very early stages in protein folding. It can be 

probed by using a pump probe laser spectroscopy method that has been described previously 

[19]. The mechanism involves introducing two probes into the sequence and then monitoring 

contact formation between the two probes. We have used two naturally occurring amino acids, 

namely tryptophan (Trp) and cysteine (Cys) as the two probes, which were incorporated into the 

protein sequence in a manner which caused negligible perturbation to the original structure and 

aggregation propensity of the sequence. Sequences should ideally contain only one Trp and Cys 

so that the measured quenching rate reflects only one intrachain contact formation. Normally 

multiple Trp-Cys loops are created in different mutants to cover the entire protein length, and 

also to account for positional dependence of the probes, if any.  

 Tryptophan is an ideal probe in this case, since it can be excited to long-lived triplet 

energy states upon absorption of 289 nm UV light. Reportedly, tryptophan triplet life time is 

about 40µs in water and even longer in the hydrophobic core of the folded protein [20]. Cysteine 

is a very efficient quencher (400 fold faster than other amino acids) and can quench the excited 

state of tryptophan when nearby, thus cutting short the triplet state life time. The mechanism of 

quenching reportedly occurs by electron transfer and has an exponential dependence[21] on the 

intramolecular Trp-Cys distance and is given by the following equation:- 
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Where   is the intramolecular distance,    is the distance of closest approach (4Å),   =4.2ns
-1

 

and   = 40nm
-1

. 

 The triplet state of tryptophan absorbs visible light at 442nm wavelength, which can be 

used as a probe to monitor the population of the triplet state. The observed decay rate is a 

combination of several decay rates: 

            
   

 

    
  

 

                      

Where    is the decay rate in the absence of any quencher,    
    and   

      are the unimolecular 

and bimolecular quenching rates respectively. Since the bimolecular rate (2 x 10
8
 M

-1
s

-1
) is 

concentration dependent, by keeping the concentration low (around 30 µM) we ensure that the 

contribution of the bimolecular rate is negligible[19]. Secondly, the Trp and Cys have to be 

engineered close enough in sequence so that the unimolecular contact rate is much faster than    

(2 x 10
4
s

-1
) and dominates.  
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 The microsecond-nanosecond intramolecular loop formation can be explained well by the 

simple 2-step kinetic model that has been illustrated in Figure2.1. Tryptophan is first excited to 

its triplet state by UV light; since the sequence diffuses freely the tryptophan and cysteine may 

come in close contact towards each other at a rate    . Cysteine either quenches the tryptophan 

at a quenching rate    or diffuses away at rate     .  

Assuming the following equation approximates the above model:- 

 
   
   

   
      

 
                     

Steady state approximation leads to the following equations:- 

   

  
                                                        

  

  
                 

   
     

                             

The observed rate      is given by:- 

h 

W

oo

oo

oo

oo 

* * 

C 
kD+ q 

kD- 

Figure 2.1 Determination of the rate of contact formation between the probe, tryptophan (W), 

and the quencher, cysteine (C), at the ends of a flexible peptide.  Pulsed optical excitation leads 

to population of the lowest excited triplet state of tryptophan.  Tryptophan contacts cysteine in a 

diffusion-limited process with rate kD+, and then either diffuses away or is quenched by the 

cysteine.   
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Three situations may arise:- 

(1)        (diffusion-limited) then          (diffusion limited rate) 

(2)         (reaction limited)  then        
   

   
         (reaction limited rate) 

(3)            (experimentally feasible):- 

 

    
 

 

  
 

 

   
 

 

     
 

 

        
                  

 

 In the ideal case of a diffusion process, as shown by Smoluchowski, the reaction occurs 

only when the reacting pair comes within a center-to-center distance   (0.4nm) For distances less 

than or equal to a, reaction is instantaneous and irreversible, while at distances larger than a, 

reaction rate is assumed to be zero. The Smoluchowski rate is given by              , where 

     is the sum of diffusion coefficients of the reactants. In real systems, there is distance 

dependence to this rate, as exhibited by equation (1) and hence   cannot be approximated in the 

same way as before.  Also since the quenching rate   is comparable to    , there is a good 

chance for tryptophan to escape quenching due to the encounter complex breaking apart. Hence 

the measured rate would be a mixture of reaction-limited and diffusion-limited rate and does not 

solely reflect diffusion dynamics. The former depends only on temperature (as temperature 

affects the chemical reaction speed, viscosity does not) while the latter depends on both 

temperature and viscosity of the solution. This gives us a chance to segregate the two rates by 

monitoring the observed rate as a function of various temperature and viscosities. Based on 

equation (7) we assume that        versus viscosity at a constant temperature exhibits a linear 
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relationship. Hence by plotting        versus   and fitting to a straight line at each temperature, 

the reaction limited rate   =1/intercept and diffusion limited rate    =1/ ( slope). The linear 

       versus viscosity relationship may break down in some cases, and power law dependence 

of the form            needs to be applied [22], but for systems comprising of 5-20 residue 

long loops   has been estimated to be very close to 1.  

 Figure 2.4 demonstrates the optical setup for measuring the transient absorption of the 

tryptophan triplet states using a pump-probe spectroscopy. Two different laser beams are 

involved in this collinear geometry setup. The Nd:YAG pulse laser (Continuum Surelite, pulse 

duration: 8 ns, interval time: 10 ms) is employed to pump the tryptophan to the triplet states. The 

wavelength of the pulse beam is shifted from 266 nm to 289 nm using a Raman cell (filled with 

methane at 250 psi) to minimize photodamage [23]. Between each pulse, a continuous wave 

(CW) 441 nm diode laser beam (add) is used to monitor the tryptophan triplet states. It is split 

into two parts: a reference beam and a sample probe beam. The probe beam is collimated with 

respect to the pulse beam so that it passes through the sample that contains the tryptophan 

molecules that have been excited by the pulse beam. The intensities of the probe beam and 

reference beam are measured using two silicon photodiodes (New-Focus) and LeCroy DA 

1886A differential and SR445A, SRS Inc four channel preamplifier with 5 x gain at each stage 

(which adds two extra stages of amplification). It is then recorded with digital oscilloscopes 

(Tektronix TDS), subtracted and then stored in a computer using GPIB interface. The absorption 

decay trace reflects the lifetime of tryptophan triplet states which can range from nanosecond to 

millisecond. Two oscilloscopes are used to cover the time range; one with a 10µs window and 

one with a 10ms window. To eliminate any pulse leakage and high frequency cable noise, a 
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background with the pump but without the probe beam is recorded each time at the beginning of 

each experiment and thereafter subtracted from all other recorded decay traces. 

 The UV pulse also tends to generate hydrated electrons and neutral radicals that absorb 

light near 450 nm and decay within 3 µs [19]. Furthermore, O2 is a good quencher of the 

tryptophan triplet state. Therefore, before each experiment, the free electrons are scavenged and 

oxygen molecules are removed by degassing the sample solution with N2O, a free electron 

scavenger, for atleast one hour to eliminate unwanted contribution from such photo-effects. 

Another undesired photo-effect is thermal lensing, in which the heat induced by pulse laser 

changes the refractive index of the solution, causing the probe beam to slightly refract and move 

across the detector. Thermal lensing may result in a pseudo-decay trace on the millisecond 

timescale. Ways to diminish the effect of thermal lensing include decreasing the power of the 

pulse laser, realigning optics of the pulse and probe beams and adjusting detector positions.  

 The sample cuvette is placed in a Peltier temperature controlled sample holder (Quantum 

Northwest) for the purpose of measuring sample at different temperatures. N-acetyl-L-

tryptophanamide (NATA), which is an uncharged analogue of tryptophan, is used to optimize the 

alignment of the instrument. NATA has a 40 µs decay time in the presence of deionized water, in 

the absence of any additional quencher [20].  

 

2.2 Data Analysis Using SSS theory  

 The polymer theory of Szabo, Schulten and Schulten (SSS) is the model used to explain 

the experimental results. SSS theory models intrachain diffusion dynamics as a motion on a 1-

dimensional potential of mean force which depends on the probability distribution of intrachain 

distances [24].  
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Where    is the Boltzmann constant and      is the equilibrium Trp/Cys distance distribution, 

the observed rate of bringing two ends of the chain in close contact can be expressed as [25]:- 

 

    
 

 

  
  

 

  
  

 
  

    

  

  

            

  

 

                       

Where    is the closest contact distance,     is the contour length of the loop, D is the 

intramolecular diffusion constant. The reaction-limited and diffusion-limited rate is given by the 

following equations: 

        
 

  

                              

 

   
  

 

  
  

 
  

    

  

  

            

  

 

                                       

It is much easier to numerically solve the above equations instead of analytically to obtain the 

diffusion coefficient D. In order to do that, the only unknown in the equation 10 and 11 is the 

Trp/Cys distance distribution     .  

 

 

Figure 2.2 A typical Gaussian polymer chain made of N rigid rods connected together by flexible pivot 

points. 
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 The simplest distribution that can be chosen is the freely jointed/Gaussian chain as 

depicted in Figure 2.2. The pivot points connecting the rigid rods are absolutely flexible, and 

have no orientational correlation whatsoever, and all configurations are possible. The typical 

     is of the following form:- 

          
      

 
  

 
      

   

     
                   

Substituting equation 12 in equations 10 and 11 yields the following:- 

   
     

 

 
 
          

     
   

 

     
                              

    
     

 
 
          

                                                           

Equations 13 and 14 lead to two very important results that tell us that the reaction-limited rate is 

inversely proportional to the chain volume and also the diffusion limited rate is directly 

proportional to diffusion coefficient D and inversely proportional to the chain volume. 

   
 

   
                         

    
 

   
                        

Though a Gaussian chain is a very simple model, these qualitative relationships between rates 

and chain properties hold for even the sophisticated models of intramolecular diffusion studies.  

 A more sophisticated model that has been widely used for data analysis is the worm like 

chain (WLC) model with excluded volume illustrated in Figure 2.3. It is more realistic as it 
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imposes two important constraints on the simplified Gaussian chain model. Firstly, the real chain 

stiffness due to chemical bonds is taken into account by introduction of a new parameter called 

the persistence length    which is defined as the distance over which the polymer begins to lose 

memory of direction (as opposed to a Gaussian chain which has no orientational correlation) and 

ensures that the chain does not fold into itself over short distances. In the WLC model the 

peptide backbone is assumed to have a uniform rigidity     with persistence length         . 

The second constraint imposed is the excluded volume effect by introduction of a hard sphere 

shell of diameter    to the end of each virtual peptide bond. Excluded volume of one molecule is 

defined as the volume that is inaccessible to other molecules due to the presence of the first 

molecule. A criteria to prevent clashes has been imposed that requires that the distance between 

two non-neighboring spheres must exceed   .  

 Worm like chains are computationally generated using the method described previously 

[25][26]. Typically 2-10 million chains with a persistence length of 4 Å and an excluded volume of 4 

Å are generated and the position of every 10
th

 link (corresponding to C
α
) is calculated. A 

histogram of distances between two points within the sequence that represent the location of Trp 

and Cys distances is normalized to give probability distribution      where         where    

is the contour length of the chain. Chains are grown from the N-terminus by vectorially adding 

links to the chain that are 1/10
th

 the length of a peptide bond (10 segments per peptide bond) with 

a random azimuthal angle   between 0 and 2  radians and an axial angle  . A Monte Carlo 

algorithm is applied in the construction of each chain, and every time a clash is detected (less 

than    distance between 2 non-neighboring residues) after the addition of 10 links, the chain is 

truncated 3 persistence lengths before the clash and the chain is regenerated. Otherwise 

additional links are added until the full length of the protein is reached.  
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Figure 2.3 A schematic representation of worm like chain model showing the constraint 

parameters parameter length     and excluded volume diameter   . 

  

 There is considerable evidence that highly denatured states act globally like random, non-

interacting chains [27] and a simple WLC model with SSS theory should be sufficient to 

describe these states. However experimental data suggest that under physiological conditions 

(mimicked by low denaturant concentrations) the polypeptide chain is much more compact (as 

evidenced by higher values of   ). A compact conformation can be physically reproduced by the 

lowest possible values of   , but it was found in some sequences that even   =0 was not 

compacting the chain enough to yield experimentally observed values of   . This problem could 

occur due to of our initial assumption that denatured states can be described by random coil 

structures, and we were generating absolutely random worm-like chains in that regard. A 

growing number of studies of unfolded proteins that have shown residual structures under 

folding conditions such as low denaturants, contradicts our initial assumption [28]. These 
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observations suggest more complicated unfolded states with residual structures marked by 

transient intrachain interactions and secondary structure formation which may bias the unfolded 

states towards the native conformation. This leads to the conclusion that a homogenous worm 

like chain model is probably too simple a model to describe unfolded proteins under 

physiological conditions. MD simulations have been able to map long range interactions in 

sequences [29] but since our experimental method is much more sensitive to the short range 

interactions (tail of the distribution) we require much more than 10000 conformations that were 

generated and used by previous methods.   

 

2.3 Boltzmann Energy Reweighting  

 To account for the above details, the WLC model was modified to reweight and bias the 

worm like chains generated, based on favorable intramolecular interactions. The worm like 

chains are generated the same way as before but then a bias is assigned to those chains which 

have residues of similar hydrophobocity near each other. This upgraded model is called the 

Energy-Reweighted WLC model, and has been able to reproduce experimental contact 

quenching rates measured under folding conditions in a computationally inexpensive manner 

[28].   

 To perform re-weighting, a new parameter      is defined as a total energy that is a sum 

of pair-wise interactions between C
α
 atoms:- 
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Where i and j are the indices of two non-adjacent residues           is the distance between these 

two residues which must be larger than    and less than 6.5Å, which is the cutoff distance for 

hydrophobic associations [28];    and    are the normalized hydrophobicities of the two residues 

as determined by a standard hydrophobic scale.      is the strength of the hydrophobic potential 

between two residues which equal zero if one is hydrophobic and one hydrophilic, and equals  , 

if both are hydrophobic or hydrophilic.   is a tunable parameter that exhibits the strength of the 

hydrophobic interaction and depends upon various factors, such as temperature and solvent 

conditions, etc. The cutoff 0.3 is chosen based on the spread of normalized hydrophobicity 

distribution of different amino acids.  

 Using      and   as independent reaction coordinates, we can define a 2-D probability 

distribution           such that:- 

                                  

And the 1-d Trp-Cys distance distribution is defined as                      .  

Let       represent the energy re-weighted distribution of distance   between the Trp and Cys. 
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N is the normalization constant. 

Substituting       for      in the SSS theory equations 10 and 11 we obtain the following:- 

        
 

  

                              

 

   
  

 

  
  

 
  

    

  

  

            

  

 

                                  

 When this model was being developed, different forms of potentials were used to 

calculate hydrophobicity energy, and total energy terms with varied forms of r dependence 

(namely 
 

  
 distance dependence, Leonard-Jones distance dependence, no distance dependence, 

etc) were tested and it was found that the overall trend remained unaltered in different sequences 

at different denaturant concentrations, though the   values differed from one model to another. 

However if the energy function was not cut off at 6.5Å, the convergence of   between sequences 

was seen to fall apart. This suggested that inclusion of long range interactions may introduce 

sequence-dependant complexity to the re-weighting functions. Also, another possibility was 

considered where only the hydrophobic residues lying near each other were given the bias 

(assuming that hydrophobic residues drive the collapse) but the convergence of   was not found 

among the tested sequences.  
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2.4 The Charge Effect 

In order to account for the charge effects, the total energy term needs to include the electrostatic 

energy term in addition to hydrophobic energy. The total energy term becomes:- 

 

              
    

                  

   
    

                  

                

 

    
                    

                     
  

 

Where    and    are the charges of two non-adjacent residues and          is the free space 

distance between them.   is the tunable parameter, and can be varied usually varied by holding   

constant or vice versa, to predict the measured quenching rates.  
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Figure 2.4 Experimental setup for measuring contact quenching 
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Chapter 3 

Protein Aggregation in Alzheimer’s disease 

In this chapter, I will talk about Aβ peptide aggregation in connection with Alzheimer’s disease 

and then compare the early aggregation propensity of Aβ peptide based on its length, pH and 

addition of an aggregation inhibitor. I will show that the aggregation model described in chapter 

1 is commensurate with the data. 

3.1 Aβ Production 

 APP (Amyloid beta precursor protein) is a transmembrane protein of approximately 

120kDa ubiquitously expressed in mammalian cells. It may be attached to neuronal cell 

membranes with a transmembrane segment and may exist in different isoforms ranging from 695 

to 770 residues, of which the 695, 751 and 770-residue isoforms predominate in the brain 

[30][31]. The Aβ region of APP is located partially within the ectodomain and partially within 

the transmembrane domain of APP. Though the biological function of APP is not entirely 

known, there is some evidence suggesting the involvement of APP in G-coupled cell signaling 

and being a regulator protein of cell-trafficking[32][33]. APP has selective metal binding sites in 

the N-terminal region for copper, and there have been studies showing that lowering the copper 

levels, lowered the gene expression of APP and also depletion of metals in drinking water gave 

lower Aβ fibril formation among rabbits in vivo [34]. This has led to suggestions that APP may 

be involved in regulation of copper levels and also in maintaining metal homeostasis.  

 The proteolytic cleavage of APP can follow either a non-amyloidogenic or an 

amyloidogenic pathway. In the non-amyloidogenic pathway, APP is cleaved by α-secretase at a 

position 83 amino acids from the C-terminus, producing a large N-terminal ectodomain (sAPPα) 
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which may be secreted into the extracellular medium. The remaining C83 fragment is retained in 

the membrane and cleaved by ɤ-secretase, producing two benign fragments P3 and AICD 

(Amyloid Precursor Protein Intracellular Domain). While during the amyloidogenic pathway, the 

intial proteolysis is mediated by β-secretase at a location 99 amino acids from C-terminus. This 

cut releases sAPPα into extracellular space, leaving the C99 fragment within the membrane 

whose first amino acid corresponds to Aβ. The next step is cleavage of C99 fragment by ɤ-

secretase at positions anywhere between 38 to 43, which releases different isoforms of the Aβ 

peptide[35][36]. Out of the different isoforms the most abundant is the Aβ40 peptide, whereas a 

small proportion is Aβ42 isoform (approximately 10%) 

 

3.2 Intracellular Aβ Accumulation 

 The Aβ peptide was first identified as a component of extracellular plaques in the mid-

1980s [37] and also there was evidence suggesting the presence of Aβ as a normal product of 

APP metabolism throughout life, which could be measured circulating in extracellular fluids like 

cerebrospinal fluid and plasma [35]. However, soon studies showing the presence of 

intraneuronal Aβ started pouring in, elucidating roles of intracellular abeta in the AD pathology  

[36] [38][39]. Cell biology studies have demonstrated the presence of parent protein APP in 

plasma membrane, trans-Golgi network, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), endosomal, lysosomal and 

mitochondrial membranes. The liberation of Aβ reportedly occurs wherever APP and the β and 

ɤ-secretases are localized; the APP cleavage may happen within different cellular compartments 

thus giving rise to intracellular Aβ, or it may happen at the plasma membrane or in a secretory 

pathway, which would result in Aβ being released extracellularly[36][39]. There have been 
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studies showing that in addition to Aβ being produced intracellularly, Aβ secreted extracellularly 

can be taken up by cells and internalized into intracellular pools through receptors and 

transporters[40]. Exciting observations from mouse model studies have shown that fluorescently 

labeled Aβ injected into tail vein can cross defective blood brain barriers and accumulate 

intracellularly in the neurons of the cerebral cortex [41]. This has led to conclusions that neurons 

can take up extracellular Aβ thus contributing to the brain Aβ load and leading to pathogenicity 

in AD models. In the interstitial fluid of human brain, Aβ concentration is regulated by its rate of 

production from parent protein APP, influx into the blood brain barrier via various receptors, and 

its rapid clearance by enzymatic degradation [42]. Aβ accumulation in the brain beyond its 

critical concentration in the micromolar range favors aggregation [43] and continuous removal of 

Aβ species from brain by transport across blood brain barrier and metabolism is essential to 

prevent its reported neurotoxic effects[44].  

 

3.3 Aβ Associated with Alzheimer’s disease 

 Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive and irreversible brain disorder that is known to 

destroy memory and cognitive skills. In 1907, German psychiatrist and neuro-pathologist Alois 

Alzheimer first described two striking pathological alterations in the brain of one of his female 

patients who died of unusual mental illness and severe dementia. Post mortem studies of her 

brain tissues revealed 1) peculiar extracellular deposits in specific brain regions, which is now 

referred to as senile plaques (SP’s) and 2) neurofibrillary tangles (NFT’s) occurring 

intraneuronally. These two observations turned out to be hallmark features of the disease and 

their presence during postmortem examination is still required to confirm AD diagnosis. During 
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mid-1980s biochemists discovered that the SP’s comprised of aggregates of a small peptide Aβ 

[37] and that NFT’s are composed of aggregates of the tau protein, which becomes abnormally 

phosphorylated [45]. Apart from SP’s and NFT’s, there are also significant other pathological 

changes that reportedly occur in the AD brain, including inflammatory responses and oxidative 

stress, all of which combined could lead to severe neuronal and synaptic dysfunction and loss.  

 Extensive research on Aβ peptide has generated considerable evidence connecting it to 

the AD pathology. 

1) Various missense mutations have been identified in the three genes APP, PS1 and PS2- 

all of which have lead to increased Aβ production and accumulation, thus leading to early 

onset familial AD. For example, most of the APP mutations cluster at or near the 

cleavage sites within APP, thus favoring proteolytic processing of APP by β and ɤ-

secretases [46] [35]. Other familial mutations such as Arctic mutation (E22G) reportedly 

increase the aggregation propensity of Aβ, thus causing genetically inherited early and 

aggressive onset of the disease [47]. 

2) Direct incubation of neuronal cells with Aβ or overexpression of APP results in cell death 

[43] [48][49]. 

3) Anti-Abeta antibodies have been able to reverse the histological and cognitive 

impairments in mice models, that overexpress Aβ or APP [50][51]. 

 

3.4 Neurotoxic Effects of Aβ  

 There are various ways in which Aβ has been reported to exert neurotoxic effects like 

oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, formation of ion-channels and membrane disruption, 
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synaptic dysfunction, activation of cellular processes such as apoptosis and inflammation 

[52][53][54][55]. Initially the ‘amyloid cascade’ hypothesis attributed dementia to nerve cell 

death caused due to toxicity of large insoluble amyloid fibrils. However research evidence in 

recent years suggests that it is actually the lower-order Aβ assemblies that are the neurotoxic 

species. To begin with, relatively weak correlations exist between fibrillar plaque density and 

severity of dementia among AD patients, whereas correlations between soluble Aβ levels and the 

extent of synaptic loss and cognitive impairment are reportedly stronger[56]  [57]. Formation of 

soluble oligomers precedes AD symptoms and initial AD symptoms usually occurs much before 

plaque accumulation [53][58]. The concentration of soluble lower order Aβ oligomers are 

elevated in the human AD inflicted brain tissues [59] and oligomeric species as small as dimers 

and trimers have reportedly exhibited neurotoxic characteristics in mouse models and cell 

cultures [60][61][62]. There is also evidence showing that microinjections of as low as 1pM of 

cytosolic Aβ42 induced cell death of cultured human neurons, suggesting that intracellular Aβ 

may be neurotoxic in nature [63].  

3.5 Structure of Aβ Monomer 

 The Aβ sequence has an amphipathic character, as its N-terminal segment is hydrophilic, 

and 12-14 residues in the C-terminal are extremely hydrophobic. In aqueous solution, a random 

coil structure of Aβ40 has been observed [64]. The Aβ42 assumes a beta sheet structure rapidly at 

physiological pH, in contrast to less hydrophobic specie Aβ40 which preserves the random-coil 

conformation over longer periods of time, before assembling into β-sheet-rich oligomers [53]. 
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3.6 Dimers and Trimers 

 SDS-Stable Aβ dimers have been detected both in vitro as well as in vivo [53] and those 

isolated from human brain have a hydrophobic core diameter of about 3-4 nm [65]. The 

dimerization process begins intracellularly as reported by studies on cells obtained from human 

brains [66]. Soluble Aβ dimers extracted directly from the cerebral cortex of human AD inflicted 

brains inhibited long term potentiation (LTP), enhanced long term depression (LTD) and reduced 

dendritic spine density in normal rodent hippocampus and disrupted memory of a learned 

behavior in rats, whereas neither insoluble plaque cores nor Aβ monomers significantly altered 

synaptic plasticity [67]. Another study has reported the effect of  soluble oligomers secreted by 

cultured cells expressing a mutant form of APP that causes aggressive forms of familial AD and 

have found strong evidence suggesting that trimers may be selective inhibitors of certain forms 

of hippocampus LTP in mice [68]. The above findings support the hypothesis that soluble 

oligomers as small as dimers or trimers could be the potential synapto-toxic species in course of 

AD pathogenesis.  

 

3.7 Higher Order Aggregates 

 Different oligomers (globulomers, spheroids, annular) comprising of 3-50 Aβ monomer 

subunits have been observed in vivo AD patients, mouse models, Aβ secreting cell cultures as 

well as in vitro using AFM and SEC. They exhibit varying degrees of toxicity[53] [69].  An 

interesting study has shown that extra-cellularly accumulated soluble Aβ dodecamers of 56kDa 

(Aβ*56) isolated from the brains of middle aged mice caused memory deficits in them and even 

disrupted memory when administered to young rats, independently of plaques or neuronal loss 

[62]. Observations and characterization of annular Aβ oligomers in vitro and cell cultures led to 
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the channel hypothesis, according to which the annular oligomers cause membrane-disruption 

and may lead to Calcium influx into cells [53].  That can alter Calcium homeostasis by 

increasing levels of cytoplasmic Calcium levels, which in turn alters neuronal excitability and 

synaptic plasticity, while also exhibiting neurotoxicity [70][71].  

 Aβ-Derived Diffusible Ligands (ADDL’s) are oligomers ranging in size from 17 to 42 

kDa and may comprise of groups of small soluble oligomers; ADDL levels in CSF of living AD 

patients monitored with a nanoparticle-based detection technique, were reportedly much higher 

in concentration than non-demented age matched controls [72] thus supporting the hypothesis 

that soluble Aβ oligomers exhibit strong correlation with cognitive deficits of AD patients. 

ADDL’s have also exhibited neurotoxic effects in vitro [53].   

 Protofibrils (PFs) are highly polydispersed structures in solution ranging from spheres 

that are 8 nm in diameter upto curvilinear structures upto 200 nm in length, mostly seen in vitro 

by EM or AFM. They are precursor of amyloid fibrils and bind to dyes such as Congo red and 

Thioflavin T suggesting high beta sheet content and could be potentially neurotoxic [53][69].  

Their formation is dependent on concentration, pH and ionic strength, and they could either 

proceed to form fibrils due to addition of preformed fibrillar seeds or could dissociate into lower 

molecular weight Aβ oligomers [69]. 

 Amyloid fibrils found in vivo and in vitro are ‘thermodynamically stable’, highly 

insoluble and structurally ordered aggregates, composed of repeating β-sheet units aligned 

perpendicularly to the fibre axis [53]. They have been observed to bind well to dyes such as 

Congo red and Thioflavin T and also exhibit Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

peak at around 1620, indicating the presence of beta sheet. They usually have a characteristically 

distinctive cross-β pattern that arises from X-ray diffraction studies. The term ‘cross- β’ was 
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based on observation of two sets of diffraction lines, one longitudinal and one transverse, 

forming a characteristic ‘cross’ pattern. The two notable reflections are: a meridional at 4.7-4.8 

Å that arises from the spacing between hydrogen bonded β-strands and an equatorial around 10-

11 Å that occurs from the distance between the β-sheets and may vary according to the 

respective side-chains present. The stacks of beta sheets are usually short and traverse the 

breadth of the amyloid fibrils, while the length is decided by the number of aligned β-strands 

[73].  

 Combination of results from hydrogen-deuterium (HD) exchange, NMR, mutagenesis 

and solid state NMR (ssNMR) led to the conclusion that 3D structure of Aβ42 and Aβ40 amyloid 

fibrils consist of two parallel β-sheets joined by a β-turn, represented by a sheet-turn-sheet 

morphology [74][75][76]. NMR results have shown that Aβ40 fibrils may have the following 

key features: Residues 1-10 are disordered, 12-24 form β-strand1, 25-29 initiate β-turn, 30-40 

form β-strand2 connected to β-strand1 with help of β-turn. While HD exchange, NMR and 

mutagenesis results have shown that Aβ42 fibrils may have the following key features: Residues 

1-17 are disordered, 18-26 form β-strand1, 27-30 initiate β-turn, 31-42 form β-strand2 connected 

to β-strand1 with help of β-turn. 

 Each β-sheet may be stabilized as a result of different inter-molecular side chain 

interactions, such as hydrophobic interactions, salt bridges, etc. At least two sheets arising from 

two Aβ molecules may be required to form a protofilament which can then interact at higher 

levels forming mature fibrils. The 3-D structure of Aβ42 protofilament consists of two-stacked, 

parallel β-sheets that perpetuate along the fibril axis. The residues L17, F19 and A21 of β-sheet1 

may mediate hydrophobic intermolecular contacts with even numbered residues of β-sheet2. The 

loop region of residues 27-30 is connected to β-sheet1 by means of intermolecular salt bridge 
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D23-K28, which also forms contacts to residues I32 and L34 of β-sheet2. Cryo-EM analysis 

have shown protofilament dimensions of around 25 Å thick and 45 Å long, and two 

protofilaments  may wind and twist around each other with a hollow core in between.  

 Amyloid plaques found in AD patients’ and mouse brains represent the final stage of Aβ 

aggregation process in vivo. They are large extracellular Aβ deposits composed of insoluble Aβ 

amyloid fibrils and could be as big as 50 um in size [53]. Seeding of Aβ has been found to be 

highly specific; seeds from other amyloidogenic proteins are not able to trigger Aβ fibrillization 

or plaque formation.  

 

3.8 Comparison of Aβ42 and Aβ40  

 The most abundant alloforms of the peptide co-exist under normal conditions in the brain 

in an Aβ42/Aβ40 ratios of 1:9 [77]. Out of the two, the Aβ42 specie have been widely observed to 

be much more aggregation prone, both in vitro and in vivo. The critical concentration of fibril 

formation is typically measured by determining the concentration at which the rates of fibril 

formation and fibril dissolution are equal [43] and it has been observed that critical concentration 

of Aβ42 is five times lower than that of Aβ40 under physiological conditions. Lag time of fibril 

formation is determined by the time needed to reach to 10% of the maximum fibril growth 

(which is marked by maximum rise in ThT fluorescence intensity). It has been reported that the 

lag time of Aβ40 is around 2.5 hours [78] whereas lag time of Aβ42 is in the order of minutes [79] 

and Aβ40 is much more soluble than Aβ42 in vitro. There have been reports showing that minor 

increase in Aβ42/Aβ40 ratios have led to the formation of neurotoxic oligomers, which can 

potentially lead to cell death [78] and may also lead to more aggressive forms of the disease 

compared to sporadic AD cases, affecting synaptic activity, viability of neuronal cells and 
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memory development in animal models [77]. Aβ42 plays a more important role in AD 

pathogenesis, since it aggregates faster and is reportedly more prone to forming neurotoxic 

species than Aβ40 [75][77]. The higher aggregation propensity of Aβ42 makes purification, 

handling and reproducibility a big challenge and a lot less number of studies have happened on 

Aβ42 specie as compared to Aβ40[53].  

 

3.9 Expression and Purification Protocol  

 Most researchers use chemically synthesized Aβ peptide for experimental studies because 

recombinant purification of the peptide has several challenges. However, a recent work showed 

that recombinantly produced Aβ42 aggregates much faster and is more neurotoxic than its 

chemically synthesized counterpart [80]. That motivated us to purify the peptide recombinantly 

for our experiments. Aβ is usually expressed with a fusion tag, which makes subsequent 

purification stages much easier. The fusion construct Aβ42 plasmid was a kind gift by Dr. Rudi 

Glockshuber, from ETH Zurich. The fusion construct consist mainly of a Histidine tag and a 

soluble polypeptide segment comprising 19 repeats of the tetrapeptide sequence NANP which is 

a previously reported solubilizing Aβ fusion partner, followed by the TEV protease recognition 

sequence ENLYFQ↓ (the arrow indicates the cleavage site). The Aβ42 sequence is at the end of 

the fusion tag [81][80].  

 Two different Trp/Cys pair-containing Aβ42 and Aβ40 mutants were created using the 

QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) and DNA sequencing 

was used to ensure the presence of the desired mutations. The sequenced wild type and mutant 

plasmids were then extracted from the XL1 blue competent cells and transformed into E. coli 

BL21 (DE3) cells and plated out in LB-agar plates containing 100µg/ml Ampicillin.  
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 E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells bearing the corresponding the plasmid for expressing the Aβ 

fusion construct was first grown in 5ml tube cultures of LB media containing 100µg/ml 

Ampicillin, while being shaken at 37°C at 220 rpm for 4 hours. It was then transferred to 1liter 

LB media flasks (Ampicillin concentration 100µg/ml) and was shaken overnight at 37°C at 150 

rpm. Protein expression was induced after 16 hours by addition of filtered 1mM isopropyl-β-D-

thiogalacoside (IPTG) after which the flasks were shaken for further 4 hours in 37°C at 150 rpm. 

The cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes (rotor SLA-1500). 

The pellets formed were re-suspended in Aβ lysis buffer (20mM Tris, 6M GnHCl, pH 8.0), 

sonicated and then stirred at 4°C for 90 minutes. The cell debris was then removed by 

centrifugation (19000 rpm in rotor SS-34) at 4°C for 1 hour.  

 Using the supernatant, the His-tag containing fusion construct was purified with an 

affinity column. Ni-NTA agarose column (Nickel charged resins by Qiagen) was first 

equilibrated with 5 column volumes of Aβ equilibration buffer (20mM Tris, 10mM Immidazole, 

6M GnHCl, pH 8.0) after which the supernatant was loaded and incubated with gentle shaking at 

4°C for 1 hour to enable binding of the His-tagged fusion protein to the Nickel column. 

Following binding, the Nickel resins containing the bound protein were re-suspended in 5 

column volumes of wash buffer (20mM Tris, 20mM Immidazole, 6M GnHCl, pH 8.0) and 

gently shaken at 4°C for half an hour to get rid of unbound bacterial protein. The washing step 

was repeated at least two to three times, until all unbound proteins were washed away and the 

supernatants were discarded each time. Finally the Nickel resins containing mostly fusion protein 

were re-suspended in 2 column volumes of elution buffer (20mM Tris, 250mM Immidazole, 6M 

GnHCl, pH 8.0) and gently shaken at 4°C for 1 hour, following which the supernatant containing 
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eluted fusion protein was collected and stored at -20°C until further use. The elution step can be 

repeated until all fusion protein has been recovered. 

 The next step in the purification is semi-preparative RP-HPLC (Reverse Phase- High 

Performance Liquid Chromatography) to get rid of guanidine and other impurities. The fusion 

proteins from the previous step was filtered and loaded into an Agilent Zorbax SB300 C8 semi-

preparative HPLC column in 10% (vol/vol) acetonitrile containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid 

(TFA) at a flow rate of 1ml/min. The sample injection loop was washed many times at the same 

acetonitrile gradient to ensure that all fusion protein gradually bound to the column and all 

unbound proteins eluted, before the acetonitrile gradient was increased. Also, the high 

hydrophobicity of Aβ requires HPLC to be conducted at 60°C to enable better protein recovery 

than room temperature. Once the protein bound to the column, the acetonitrile gradient was 

gradually increased along with the flow rate, resulting in the elution of Aβ fusion protein at 40% 

acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA, at 60°C and a flow rate of 2 ml/min. The fusion protein was collected 

and lyophilized, and then stored at -20°C. 

 The next step was cleavage of the fusion protein to yield Aβ peptide. The ProTEV Plus 

enzyme was purchased from Promega (Catalog# V6101) which is a 48kDa, improved version of 

the tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease (more stable in terms of enzymatic activity). It is reported 

to be a highly specific proteolytic enzyme that cleaves at the position shown by the arrow: 

ENLYFQ↓D thus liberating Aβ whose first residue is D. The lyophilized Aβ fusion protein was 

directly dissolved in the Aβ cleavage buffer (10mM Tris, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and the 

cleavage reaction was carried out in the presence of 1mM DTT at 4°C with 16 hour incubation. 

Approximately 20µg of fusion was cleaved by using 5 units of the enzyme (1µl of 5units/µl 

enzyme) following the protocol provided by Promega. The DTT was added to prevent 
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Methionine oxidation/ Cysteine disulfide bond formation at position 35 that has been reported 

previously as a potential problem arising during purification[80]. As soon as Aβ was cleaved, it 

began aggregating; at the end of the 16 hour incubation period all the aggregated Aβ was 

sedimented by centrifugation (rotor F13S14X50Cy, 11000 rpm for 30 minutes) and then re-

suspended in 70% (w/w) formic acid, filtered and immediately subjected to RP-HPLC. The 

peptide was loaded into an Agilent Zorbax SB300 C8 semi-preparative HPLC column in 10% 

(v/v) acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA at flow rate of 1ml/min. Following rounds of washing of the 

sample loop, the acetonitrile gradient was increased the same way as before. The fusion partner 

being more hydrophilic eluted first followed by the Aβ peptide at 40% acetonitrile and 0.1% 

TFA, at 60°C and a flow rate of 2 ml/min. It was collected, lyophilized and stored at -20°C. The 

presence of the peptide was confirmed by Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI).  

 To ensure that Aβ peptide was completely monomeric for every experiment, the 

lyophilized peptide was dissolved in 2-10mM NaOH, sonicated for 2 minutes, filtered using 0.2 

µm syringe filter and lyophilized for further use[80][82]. Re-suspension of Aβ peptide at pH>10 

helps to ensure that the starting condition of Aβ peptide is completely random coil in 

conformation which was confirmed by circular dichroism.  

3.10 Thioflavin T Assay 

 The Thioflavin T fluorescence experiment was performed according to the protocol 

previously reported [80]. Monomerized Aβ peptide in lyophilized form was re-suspended into 

10mM NaOH until a concentration of roughly 100-200uM was achieved as measured by A280 

absorbance (wild type ɛ280= 1730 M
-1

cm
-1 

; F4C, F19W and M35C, F19W mutants ɛ280= 6990 M
-

1
cm

-1
 ). It was further diluted into 10mM NaOH to a concentration around 80uM which were 
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kept on ice and immediately used for Thioflavin T fluorescence experiment. The reaction 

mixture for the aggregation experiment was mixed in a 1cm path length quartz cuvette 

comprising of the following:-    

1) 100µl: monomerized 80µM Aβ stock solution (diluted into total volume 1000µl, hence 

final Aβ peptide concentration 8µM) 

2) 900µl reaction mixture: 750µl of 20mM Sodium Phosphate buffer, pH=7.4 (final 

=10mM); 100µl of 10mM HCl (final= 1mM); 20µl of 5M NaCl (final=100mM); 20µl 

of 2.5 mM Thioflavin T (final=50µM); 10µl of 100mM TCEP (final=1mM). 

The mixture was stirred continuously at 37°C and its fluorescence was recorded every 3min for 

approximately 30s (excitation: 440nm, emission: 482nm) using a Jobin Yvon Spex Fluorolog-3 

spectrofluorometer equipped with a thermo stated cell holder. Just prior to recording each 

reading the cuvette was inverted about 5 times for homogenous suspension of fibrils.  

 

3.11 Trp Cys Quenching Measurement 

 For this experiment, monomerized Aβ peptide in lyophilized form was re-suspended into 

10mM NaOH kept in ice, filtered and diluted into 20-25 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH=7.5), 

1 mM TCEP (to prevent disulfide bond formation), and various sucrose concentrations (0, 10, 20 

and 30% w/w) in an ice bucket. The final concentration of the mutant proteins was kept fixed at 

30µM for each set of temperature and viscosity measurements. The buffer, sucrose and TCEP 

solutions were bubbled with N2O for one hour to eliminate oxygen and scavenge solvated 

electrons created in the UV laser pulse.  
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3.12 Mutation Sites 

 Aβ peptide is an intrinsically disordered peptide lacking both Trp and Cys. In order to 

measure reconfiguration, two loops were created containing one Trp and Cys each, 15-16 

residues apart in sequence. The natural decay lifetime of the excited state of Trp is slower than 

40µs, hence the Trp and the Cys must be engineered close enough in sequence to ensure that the 

unimolecular quenching dominates (100ns-20µs) which can be attained by placing them less 

than 30 residues apart for a random coil. The Trp and Cys positions had to be chosen very 

carefully to ensure that it did not alter the aggregation propensity or structure of the original 

peptide. The Tango [83] and Zyggregator [84] algorithms were used to pick the mutation 

positions. Tango algorithm is an algorithm that predicts protein aggregation based on beta-sheet 

formation propensity of a sequence. The Zyggregator method uses the physio-chemical 

properties of amino acids to predict how they may influence growth of misfolded assemblies and 

also specific regions of sequences that promote aggregation. The 2 loops created were F4C, 

F19W (15 residue long) and F19W, M35C (16 residue long) as shown in Figure 3.1. These sites 

were finally picked because Phe and Met have similar hydrophobicity compared to Trp and Cys, 

and they are not charged. Additionally, Met is similar to Cys as they both contain sulfur atoms. 

The wild-type (WT) along with F4C,F19W and F19W,M35C loops were expressed and purified, 

after which experiments were run to verify that the mutants were similar to the WT.   

 Thioflavin T (ThT) is a dye which is widely used to stain and detect amyloid fibrils in 

senile plaques of postmortem AD brains[85][86]. The free dye absorbs light of 385 nm and emits 

fluorescence at 445 nm. However, as it associates with the fibrillar beta-sheet aggregates, the 

bound complex undergoes a 120nm shift in excitation wavelength, absorbing light around 440nm 

to give enhanced emission at 482nm. The ThT florescence profile is characterized by an initial 
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lag phase marked by negligible fluorescence intensity, since it cannot bind to monomer or 

oligomeric intermediates in course of the aggregation pathway. However, as soon as fibrils form, 

the ThT florescence starts rising and finally saturates after all monomers have been converted 

into fibrils. Lag time of fiber formation is defined as the time taken to reach one-tenth of the 

maximum fluorescence signal. Figure 3.2 shows the ThT fluorescence data for the Aβ42 WT 

along with the 2 mutants. The calculated lag time for Aβ42 WT was ~ 1890s, which is in 

agreement with previously reported data [79]. The lag time of the F19W, M35C mutant was ~ 

2040s and the F4C, F19W mutant was ~ 1770s, which is well within 10% of the WT lag time.  

 Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is commonly used to probe the secondary 

structure of proteins. The differential absorption of left and right circularly polarized light, as it 

passes through a protein molecule possessing backbone asymmetry, is measured at different 

wavelengths and reported in milli-degrees. α-helical, β-sheet and random coil structures have 

previously reported signature CD spectra which can be compared with that of the protein, to 

analyze its secondary structure. Monomeric Aβ peptide is intrinsically disordered, exhibiting 

random coil like behavior. However as it aggregates, it has been reported to readily assemble 

into β-sheet structured aggregates which can be probed by changes in CD spectra.  

 Figure 3.3 shows the far-UV CD spectra of WT Aβ42, along with the 2 mutants of Aβ40 

and Aβ42. The measurements were carried out in an Applied Photophysics Chirascan 

spectropolarimeter, using a 1mm path length cell. The time per point was ~2.5s and bandwidth 

was fixed at 1 nm. For this experiment, monomerized Aβ peptide in lyophilized form was re-

suspended into 10mM NaOH, filtered and diluted 20 times into 20-25 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer (pH=7.5) kept in ice, to yield a final protein concentration of ~5 µM. The dead-time 

between dissolving the peptide and data collection was ~10-15 min. All the mutants and wild 
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type protein yielded random coil like CD spectra, characterized by a minima around 196-198 nm 

and absence of any minima in the 210-230 nm region. This helped in ensuring that the structure 

of the mutant proteins was similar to the wild-type.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Sequence of Aβ42 WT with arrows showing the positions of Trp and Cys mutations 

for the 2 loops created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Thioflavin T fluorescence spectra of Aβ42 WT along with the 2 Trp/Cys containing 

mutants. 
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Figure 3.3 The CD spectra of Aβ42 WT, and the 2 loops containing Trp/Cys, both for Aβ42 and 

Aβ40.  
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3.13 Measuring Reconfiguration 

 Figure 3.4 shows sample decay kinetics of Trp triplet excited state as quenched by Cys, 

for a typical Aβ mutant. It is best fit to a three exponential decay (as shown by the red line); a 

rapid decay on the microsecond timescale shows that the tryptophan triplet is being rapidly 

quenched by cysteine and this can be attributed solely to the reconfiguration of the monomer 

population, as the Trp is readily accessible to the Cys. A slower decay in the 10 microsecond 

timescale (faster than Trp natural lifetime) is observed that maybe attributed to the 

reconfiguration of an oligomeric population which may be gradually forming or imperfect 

monomerization. A very slow decay in the 100 s to 1 ms timescale may be due to different 

photo-physical processes[19]. However the amplitude of the fastest decay rate corresponding to 

the monomer population dominates, and is reported as     . Figure 3.5 shows sample raw data 

plots of exponential decay times (      ) versus viscosity ( ). Decay times at a single 

temperature can be fit to lines. Each experiment was repeated and eight points corresponding to 

each temperature were fitted to a line, from which    and     were calculated. 

 The reaction limited rates shown in Figure 3.6a were calculated from intercept of the 

straight line fits from the plots shown in Figure 3.5 (a, b, c, d) such that   =1/intercept. The 

measured values of     for Aβ42 loops were an order of magnitude higher than that of the Aβ40 

loops. Since     is inversely proportional to the chain volume (equation 15), our measurements 

show that Aβ42 is significantly more compact than Aβ40 at all temperatures, as shown in terms of 

decreased average Trp-Cys distances, which is plotted in Figure 3.6c. Our measurements show 

that the average Trp-Cys distances for both the loops of Aβ42 is smaller than that of Aβ40 as 

quantified by average   values, which means the Aβ42 ensemble is much more compact than 

Aβ40.  
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 Our results are in agreement with previously reported molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulation studies. Comparison between intra-molecular contact maps of Aβ42 and Aβ40 has 

revealed that the two additional hydrophobic residues at the Aβ42 C-terminus, Ile41 and Ala42 

significantly increase contacts within the C-terminus and also between the C-terminus and the 

central hydrophobic cluster (CHC region: Leu17-Ala21). Additionally, the Tyr10 in Aβ42 also 

contacts residues 13-32 more frequently than Aβ40 [87]. Another reported MD simulation study 

has revealed many more close interactions between residues 25-37 and 12-20 for A42 than for 

A as shown by contact maps [88], which further supports the hypothesis that stronger C-

terminus interactions caused between 39-40 and 41-42 residues of A42 renders the rest of the 

residues in the hydrophobic patch (residues 29-39) to form interactions with other residues 

distant in sequence. Increased intra-molecular contact frequencies in Aβ42 sequence could be 

responsible for the compaction in chain which we have experimentally measured. In another 

analysis of MD trajectories in explicit water of Aβ42, non-local backbone H-bonds between the 

residues of Lys16Leu17 and Val39Val40Ile41 was observed being formed with time that caused 

a decrease in the number of water molecules around those residues, which could also lead to 

compaction. Due to such non-local backbone contacts being formed, those regions may become 

inaccessible to H bonding with water, facilitating inter-molecular side-chain interactions, which 

could initiate aggregation in the Aβ42 sequence [89].  

 The diffusion limited rates shown in Figure 3.6b were calculated from the slopes of the 

straight line fits shown in Figure 3.5(a, b, c, d) such that    =1/ ( slope) and we normalize by 

the viscosity of water at that temperature. To find the intramolecular diffusion coefficient D, we 

need a probability distribution      , such that Equation 10 predicts the measured   . Once an 

appropriate distribution has been chosen for a particular solvent condition, D can be calculated 
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using      and measured    . For Aβ two models were chosen to generate     . Based on our 

calculations, at all temperatures the measured D of Aβ42 (D~10
-7

cm
2
/s) is lower by an order of 

magnitude than that of Aβ40 (D~10
-6

cm
2
/s) which has been summarized in Table 3.1. Previous 

MD simulations (S
2
 ordering parameter analysis) and NMR studies [90][91] have found that the 

C-terminus of Aβ42 is more structured than that of Aβ40. It has been hypothesized that the 

formation of a β-hairpin in the sequence IIGLMVGGVVIA involving short strands at residues 

31-34 and 38-41 reduces the C-terminal flexibility of Aβ42 peptide, which may explain the slow 

intramolecular diffusion we have measured.  

The simplest polymer chain model, a freely jointed chain, yields a Gaussian distribution 

as given by Equation 12. Table 3.1 below summarizes the D and   calculated from straight line 

fits shown in Figure 3.5, using the Gaussian distribution as     . However a more sophisticated 

model is the worm-like chain model, which has been described in detail above. This model uses 

as a starting point a large number (20,000,000) of wormlike-chains [28] created by a Monte 

Carlo method, setting the persistence length to 4 Å. These chains are created with an excluded 

diameter for each link on the chain of 4 Å. The ensemble of worm like chains were then re-

weighted to favor conformations in which residues of similar hydropathy are near each other, 

using a tunable parameter σ (Equation 17). This re-weighted worm like chain probability 

distribution was normalized and then used to calculate D and average Trp-Cys distances as 

shown in Figures 3.6c, d and 3.7c, d. This model was further improved to take into account the 

charge effects [92] and was used to analyze the pH dependant effects of Aβ reconfiguration, 

which has been shown in Figures 3.7a, b. As shown by Equation 22 the charge effects introduced 

another parameter ɤ in addition to σ. The tuning parameters were adjusted to make the calculated 

reaction limited rates match the measured. When comparing measurements at pH7.5 and 10, we 
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initially set σ=0 and adjusted ɤ to make the ratios of the calculated rates at these two pH match 

the measured rate ratios, and then adjusted σ to get absolute agreement with the measured rates. 

As shown in Table 3.1, when the charge effects were introduced to analyze the data that were 

carried out under conditions of similar charge (such as pH 7.5) the calculated D and final average 

Trp-Cys distances did not change significantly, hence for conditions where charge effects did not 

play a role, we assigned ɤ=0. 

 Reconfiguration rate can be defined as the rate which allows the disordered chain to 

completely reconfigure by diffusion of the individual residues across the diameter of the chain 

and is given by:- 

   
  

     
 

where   is given by average radius of the chain. Using our measured diffusion coefficient D and 

average Trp-Cys distance from WLC model as   , we obtain the reconfiguration rate of Aβ42 as 

4x10
6
s

-1
 and Aβ40 as 2.2x10

7
s

-1
 at 40

o
C. Interestingly, our measurements show that the 

reconfiguration Aβ42 is 5 times slower than Aβ40 at all temperatures. This correlates to 

approximately 5 times higher concentration required for Aβ40 to aggregate with the same lag 

time, and is in excellent agreement with previous reports showing that the critical concentration 

of Aβ40 is 5 times higher than Aβ42 [53][78][43][77].   

 Using Smoluchowski model of diffusion, the bimolecular diffusion rate      for a 50µM 

concentration of peptide is 1.7x10
5
s

-1
. Interestingly for Aβ42, reconfiguration and bimolecular 

association formation rates are observed to be within a factor of 10, which further supports the 

hypothesis that when reconfiguration slows down to an optimum speed such that the 
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hydrophobic patches get to interact with each other and stick, that’s when aggregation is most 

likely to occur[18][17]. As Aβ40 reconfigures 100 times faster than its ability to form bimolecular 

association, stable association formation is much more difficult.  

 This correlation between reconfiguration and aggregation can be rationalized using a 

previously reported kinetic model described in chapter 1 [17]. It was solved in Matlab using 

reconfiguration rate   , calculated bimolecular association rate,      , and a previously reported 

dimerization rate measured using self-quenching of tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) attached to Aβ 

peptide, which showed a rapid loss of fluorescence within the lag time of fibril formation, which 

could be attributed to dimer and trimer formation. Solving the kinetic model using the previously 

reported values of    =1.9s
-1

 for Aβ42 and    =0.5s
-1

 for Aβ40, the rate of oligomer formation 

with time was computed and plotted, shown in Figure 3.8. The black colored plot represents 

Aβ42 and red represents Aβ40, comparing which we find that difference in reconfiguration 

between the two explains why the former is more aggregation prone than the latter. 

 Figure 3.5e shows the raw data plot of        versus viscosity for Aβ42 peptide at pH10. 

The trend is very different from the data at physiological pH, as the slope decreases consistently 

at all temperatures. That translates into increase in diffusion with temperature, which is the usual 

trend that is observed in most proteins [28][26]. However, the reversal of this trend was first seen 

in the aggregation prone sequence α-synuclein, where diffusion was seen slowing down with 

temperature, and it seemed to be undergoing a reverse glass like transition [18]. Aβ42 peptide 

under aggregating conditions was also seen to behave like α-synuclein. Both Aβ42 and α-

synuclein are extremely hydrophobic sequences and hydrophobic interactions can dominate at 

higher temperatures, thus slowing down diffusion. However, at higher pH, there is an increase in 

the net charge of the sequence and also overall charge distribution, which would increase 
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disorder in the sequence and prevent compaction. Our measurements are in agreement with that 

and show that size of the chain is increasing with increase in pH. Charge-charge repulsion can 

result in decrease of intra-molecular contacts, causing the sequence to change shape faster with 

time and thus intramolecular diffusion increases. The calculated reconfiguration at pH 10 is also 

faster than at pH7.5, which causes stable bimolecular association much more difficult and hence 

makes the protein less aggregation prone.  

 Figure 3.5f shows the raw data plot of        versus viscosity when inhibitor curcumin 

was added to Aβ42 peptide in equal concentrations. Curcumin is a polyphenolic compound, 

derived from common Indian spice turmeric, that is known to prevent aggregation of many 

proteins, including Aβ peptide [93][94]. Under aggregating conditions, Curcumin was observed 

to inhibit Aβ aggregation in vitro by preventing fibril and oligomer formation in a dose-

dependent manner, and also blocked neurotoxicity. It was also able to cross the blood brain 

barrier in a transgenic mouse model, to prevent Aβ deposition in the brain of mice as confirmed 

by ELISA assay [94]. Our measurements show that curcumin was able to increase diffusion and 

open up Aβ42 peptide chain sequence, thus speeding up reconfiguration and preventing 

aggregation. Our results show that curcumin can be a potential drug candidate for treatment of 

AD as it is able to shift reconfiguration to a safe regime, where stable bimolecular association 

formation is unlikely, and hence it is able to arrest early aggregation. Curcumin has been 

reported to interact with the residues 12 and 17-21 [95] which possibly disrupts intra-molecular 

interactions of those residues with the hydrophobic patch far in sequence and leads to an increase 

in chain size along with diffusivity, just like we have measured.  
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Figure 3.4 Decay of Trp triplet states W19C35 at pH 7.5, 0 C as monitored by the decay of 

absorption of 445 nm light and captured through oscilloscope.  
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Figure 3.5 The fast lifetimes of Trp triplet at pH 7.5 for various viscosities and temperatures as 

marked. a) Aβ42 M35C, F19W loop, pH 7.5 b) Aβ42 F4C, F19W loop, pH 7.5 c) Aβ40 M35C, 

F19W loop, pH 7.5 d) Aβ40 F4C, F19W loop, pH 7.5 e) Aβ42 M35C, F19W loop, pH 10 f) Aβ42 

M35C, F19W loop, pH 7.5: Curcumin 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of intramolecular diffusion of the 2 loops of Aβ40 and Aβ42 (peptide 

concentration =30 µM) a) Measured reaction-limited rates, as determined from the intercept of 

plots such as Fig. 9 (a, b, c, d) versus temperature b) Measured diffusion-limited rates as 

determined from the slope of plots such as Fig. 9 a, b, c, d normalized to the viscosity of water at 

each temperature.  Errors from the linear fits are shown as error bars in (a) and (b).  c) Average 

Trp-Cys distance calculated from the reweighted worm-like chain (WLC) model as described 

above d) Intramolecular diffusion coefficients determined using the WLC model. 
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Figure 3.7 Modulation of reconfiguration of Aβ42 by altering solution conditions and adding an 

inhibitor a) Measured intramolecular diffusion coefficients at pH 7.5 and pH 10 for Aβ42 M35C, 

F19W loop b) Average Trp-Cys distance at pH 7.5 and pH 10 for Aβ42 M35C, F19W loop 

determined using the WLC model from measured reaction and diffusion-limited rates obtained 

from plots shown in Fig. 9e c) Measured intramolecular diffusion coefficients for Aβ42 M35C, 

F19W loop, with and without inhibitor Curcumin (peptide: Curcumin=1:1) d) Average Trp-Cys 

distance for Aβ42 M35C, F19W loop, with and without curcumin, determined using the WLC 

model from measured reaction and diffusion-limited rates obtained from plots shown in Fig. 9f.  
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Figure 3.8 Formation of oligomer [O] versus time for Aβ42 (black) and Aβ40 (red) which was 

calculated using previously reported kinetic model that correlates reconfiguration with oligomer 

formation.  
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Table 3.1 Parameters for two different polymeric models that best fit the experimental data 

 

Peptide T 

(C) 

Gaussian 

<r
2
>

1/2
 (Å) 

Gaussian D 

(cm
2
s

-1
) 

WLC 



WLC 



WLC 

<r>(Å) 

WLC 

D(cm
2
s

-1
) 

A1-42 C4W19 pH 7.5 0 34.6 1.2 x 10
-7

 1.85 0 21.0 2.0 x 10
-7

 

 10 50.0 8.8  x 10
-7

 0.7 0 24.0 3.9 x 10
-7

 

 20 42 8.4  x 10
-7

 1.1 0 22.5 2.6 x 10
-7

 

 30 37.4 6.5 x 10
-7

 1.65 0 22.0 2.0 x 10
-7

 

 40 36.7 5.5 x 10
-7

 1.7 0 21.9 1.9 x 10
-7

 

A1-40 C4W19 pH 7.5 0 84 3.9  x 10
-6

 -1.8 0 27.1 1.6 x 10
-6 

 10 82 4.8  x 10
-6

 -1.7 0 27.0 2.0 x 10
-6

 

 20 79 4.1  x 10
-6

 -1.6 0 26.5 1.9 x 10
-6

 

 30 77.5 3.4 x 10
-6

 -1.5 0 26.0 1.5 x 10
-6

 

 40 72.1 2.5 x 10
-6

 -1.0 0 25.5 1.4 x 10
-6

 

A1-42 W19C35 pH 7.5 0 39.4 1.7 x 10
-7

 0.15 56 22.4 9.0 x 10
-8

 

 10 39.6 2.8 x 10
-7

 0.2 55 22.4 1.5 x 10
-7

 

 20 44.0 7.4 x 10
-7

 0.02 52 22.9 2.5 x 10
-7

 

 30 35.7 4.4 x 10
-7

 0.55 52 22.1 2.5 x 10
-7

 

 40 32.2 3.9 x 10
-7

 0.9 52 22.0 2.5 x 10
-7

 

A1-42 W19C35 pH 10 0 69.3 4.5 x 10
-6

 -0.1 57 26.3 1.2 x 10
-6

 

 10 62 6  x 10
-6

 -0.02 55 26.1 1.3 x 10
-6

 

 20 48 4.6  x 10
-6

 0.03 52 25.5 1.3 x 10
-6

 

 30 47 5  x 10
-6

 0.2 54 25.1 1.2 x 10
-6

 

 40 42 3.7  x 10
-6

 0.35 55 24.5 1.7 x 10
-6

 

A1-42 W19C35 curcumin 0 60 4.1  x 10
-6

 0.5 0 25.5 1.5 x 10
-6

 

 10 58 3.5  x 10
-6

 0.2 0 25.4 1.5 x 10
-6

 

 20 55 3.3  x 10
-6

 0.3 0 25.0 1.1 x 10
-6

 

 30 50 3  x 10
-6

 0.5 0 24.5 1.3 x 10
-6

 

 40 46 2  x 10
-6

 0.7 0 24.1 1.1 x 10
-6

 

A1-40 W19C35 pH 7.5 0 80 3.5  x 10
-6

 -0.8 0 27.0 1.3 x 10
-6

 

 10 78 3.3  x 10
-6

 -0.5 0 27.0 1.3 x 10
-6

 

 20 69 3.1  x 10
-6

 -0.4 0 26.0 2.2 x 10
-6

 

 30 62 1.8  x 10
-6

 0.1 0 25.6 1.8 x 10
-6

 

 40 56 1.3  x 10
-6

 0.6 0 25.0 1.7 x 10
-6
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Chapter 4 

 

 

Protein Aggregation in Parkinson’s Disease 

 

In this chapter, I will talk about α-synuculein protein in connection with Parkinson’s disease and 

then show that its reconfiguration rates can be controlled by inhibitors or point mutations. 

4.1 Introduction 

 Synucleins belong to a family of closely related presynaptic proteins encoded by three 

distinct genes SNCA, SNCB, SNCG found abundantly in the neuronal tissues of vertebrates, 

which express the proteins α, β and γ-synuclein respectively [96]. The first synuclein protein was 

discovered in the electric organ synapses of the electric ray Torpedo californica, where it was 

found in both nerve terminals (presynaptic membrane) and nuclear envelope (hence the name 

synuclein) [97]. α-synuclein is a 140-residue protein which has been estimated to account for 1% 

of the total protein in soluble cytosolic brain fractions. The protein is expressed widely across 

neurons, including the nucleus, and has also been found in the neuritis of mature neurons [98]. It 

has been detected in the cytosol, mitochondria, mitochondria-associated endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER) membrane (MAM) and vesicles found in cells[99]. Reportedly, it can be secreted from 

neuronal cells in small amounts by exocytosis under normal conditions and in the presence of 

stressors, may be released in large quantities into the surrounding extracellular space to be taken 

up by neighboring cells, by endocytosis [100]. Although it is extensively found in the brain, it 

has also been detected in other tissues, including red blood cells in humans [101].  

 Parkinson’s disease (PD) was first described by Dr. James Parkinson in his essay “An 

Essay on the Shaking Palsy” in the year 1817, where he documented the medical cases of six 
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people who suffered from unusual symptoms such as involuntary tremulous motion, bending of 

trunk, and diminished muscle power, that worsened with time. Neuropathologically PD is 

characterized by progressive loss of neurons in the substantia nigra (midbrain) and other regions 

of the brain, and surviving neurons contain cytosolic filamentous inclusions known as Lewy 

bodies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs). LBs are large intracytoplasmic proteinacous inclusions, 

5-25 µm in diameter, with a dense core of filamentous and granular materials, and LNs 

correspond to abnormal neurites that contain filaments (5-10nm in diameter) similar to those 

found in LB’s [102]. Abundant LBs and LNs in the cerebral cortex are the neuropathological 

hallmarks of PD as well as dementia with Lewy bodies (DLBs) a common late life dementia 

clinically similar to Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In general an average person undergoes regular 

nigral cell loss with age; but in PD the neuron loss is considerably accelerated.  The symptoms of 

PD become evident after more than 70% of the dopaminergic neurons have already died. 

Sporadic forms of the disease sets in at an mean age of 70 and accounts for about 95% of the 

total cases, while multiple familial mutations associated with the disease causes an early-onset of 

the disease before the age of 50 and the hereditary forms account for about 4% of the PD cases 

[103].  

 Several evidence have suggested the possible role of α-synuclein in the pathogenesis of 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) [96][104]. 

1)  α-synculein is the primary component of LBs and LNs in all PD patients. Antibodies 

which recognize the carboxyl-terminal region of α-synuclein, labeled whole filaments 

extracted out of such inclusions, indicating that α-synculein is the major component. 

Also, α-synculein can be purified and recovered in large amounts from LBs [103].  
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2)  Autosomal dominant early-onset PD cases have been identified in people carrying 

missense mutations in the α-synuclein gene, corresponding to A30P, E46K and A53T 

substitutions in the α-synuclein protein sequence or as a result of over-expression of wild 

type α-synuclein due to the gene duplication or triplication [105][106][103]. 

3) The transgenic mice and Drosophilia expressing human WT α-synuclein and or the 

mutants, have led to PD like symptoms like motor deficits and to the formation of 

neuronal inclusion bodies that resemble LBs [107][108]. 

4) Cells transfected with α-synuclein can develop LB-like inclusions under certain 

conditions [103].  

 

4.2 Physiological Function 

 The function of α-synuclein remains controversial and poorly understood [97]. In 

transgenic mouse models that either over expressed wildtype human α-synuclein or A53T mutant 

in the brain, showed alterations in synaptic plasticity by modulations of signaling pathways. 

Such mice were reportedly prone to developing PD like symptoms, due to overexpressed α-

synuclein, which caused dampening of its synaptic transmission and reduced movement [109]. 

However whether those alterations were arising out of neurodegenerative mechanisms linked to 

α-synuclein aggregation or due to α-synuclein dysfunctioning as a result of aggregation can be 

debated as the evidence found were indirect.  Synaptic transmission is involved in ensuring 

healthy learning memory and normal amounts of α-synuclein expression was seen to be a key 

modulator of song learning in a zebra finch, which led to the conclusion that α-synuclein may be 

a critical regulator of neuronal plasticity [110]. Another study showed that mice normally 

expressing α-synuclein are viable, fertile, exhibit intact brain architecture (as demonstrated by 
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electro-physiological studies) and concluded that α-synuclein is an essential regulator of 

neurotransmission[111].  Such data have led to the notion that α-synuclein may have a role in 

synaptic transmission [112] [113]. Cysteine-string protein-α (CSPα) is another synaptic vesicle 

protein whose deletion have been linked to neurodegeneration and is believed to be essential for 

neuronal survival. Expression of α-synuclein in mice was able to counteract the lethality imposed 

by deletion of CSPα, and together with CSPα and other proteins, was able to protect nerve 

terminals against injury [114]. In primary hippocampal neuronal cell cultures, suppression of α-

synuclein expression led to significant reduction in the size of the pre-synaptic vesicular pool, 

which led to the conclusion that α-synuclein may interact with and regulate specific pools of 

synaptic vesicles in neurons, thus modulating synaptic functions in the normal brain [115]. 

 

4.3 Effects of Oligomers on Neurotoxicity 

 One of the earliest pieces of evidence that suggested that protein inclusions do not 

invariably cause neurodegeneration was the observation of incidental LBs at autopsy of aged 

individuals without clinical features of PD or other neurodegenerative diseases [116]. Incidental 

LBs without degeneration in asymptomatic individuals were observed in 12% autopsy cases in 

another study[117]. Recent studies have revealed higher presence of soluble oligomers of α-

synuclein in the CSF and human blood plasma in patients clinically diagnosed with PD, which 

further led to the conclusion that they may be involved with the disease [118] [119] .  

 Much evidence in the field suggests that early soluble oligomers and pre-fibrillar 

assemblies may be more neurotoxic and correlated with PD, compared to fibrils found in the 

inclusion bodies such as LBs [113][117][120][121]. In one such study, a striking correlation was 

found between the presence of prefibrillar aggregates in the cytoplasm of cell culture with Golgi 
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body fragmentation and decline of cell viability[122]. Interestingly, the increase in Golgi 

fragmentation occurred much before the appearance of fibrillar inclusions. There was no further 

spread of such destructive events and the cells were able to maintain Golgi structure once the 

fibrillar inclusion bodies formed. Rather, co-staining of fibrillar inclusions with α-synuclein, 

Golgi markers, and the presence of lysosymes and mitochondria near the juxtanuclear inclusion 

bodies, led to the conclusion that inclusions might be a consequence of the cell attempting to 

sequester protein aggregates and impaired orgallenes from the cytoplasm.  

 Cells have various quality control mechanisms that ensure that the proteins are folded 

properly post translation, before being released; however when misfolded proteins accumulate in 

the cell, it triggers unfolded protein response (UPR) stress signaling, which may lead to 

increased expression of chaperone proteins that help to properly fold protein, or proteosomic 

degradation of such misfolded proteins [13]. The accumulation of toxic protein conformations in 

neurodegenerative diseases implies failure of such defense mechanisms. Another study identified 

a compound that promotes inclusion body formation that was able to prevent α-synuclein 

mediated toxicity [123] and led to the conclusion that fibrillar inclusion body formation may be 

protective mechanisms to counteract degeneration.  

 In another comparison study, α-synuclein mutants that promote oligomer formation led to 

an increased loss of nigral TH-positive neurons, compared to those mutants that causes increased 

fibril formation, in a murine model [124]. In vivo, following lentiviral injection into the 

substantia nigra region of the rat brain, the mutants that causes maximum oligomer formation in 

vitro induced increased dopaminergic loss and neuronal cell death. Dissection of the rat brain 

showed the increased occurrence of SDS-stable trimers corresponding to those bad mutations, 

which correlated very well with cell death. Typically, the decrease in the number of TH-positive 
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cells was at least three times or more higher for those mutations that caused increased relative 

trimer formation in vivo. Abnormal calcium homeostasis reportedly plays a crucial role in the 

pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders, and in another comparison study, the smallest 

oligomers (2-6 nm in height as observed by AFM) generated in vitro when injected into human 

cell cultures, were able to cause elevation of intracellular calcium levels and also seeded further 

aggregation of cytosolic α-synuclein in cells [125].  

 

4.4 Structure  

 α-synuclein is a polypeptide chain sequence of molecular weight ~14kDa, whose amino 

acid sequence can be divided into three regions: residues 1-60 which contain four 11-amino acid 

imperfect repeats (that codes for amphipathic helices) with a conserved motif (KTKEGV); 

residues 61-95, containing mostly of hydrophobic residues, the highly amyloidogenic NAC 

region and two additional repeats; and residues 96-140 representing the highly charged C-

terminal region. At physiological pH it has a net charge of -9 (24 negatively charged side chains, 

and 15 positively charged side chains).  

 At neutral pH α-synuclein shows far-UV CD and FTIR spectra typical of an unfolded 

polypeptide chain [126]. The CD spectrum is characterized by a minimum around 196 nm and 

absence of bands in the 210-230 nm region, and the FTIR spectrum shows a broad peak at 1650 

cm
-1

, suggesting that majority of molecules are disordered. The hydrodynamic properties of α-

synuclein analyzed by size exclusion chromatography and small angle X ray scattering (SAXS) 

were all in agreement with the CD and FTIR studies. Surprisingly, the Stokes radius measured 

for α-synuclein by size exclusion chromatography was much lower than that of a completely 

unfolded peptide chain of the same molecular mass, which led to the conclusion that α-synuclein 
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is slightly more compact than a typical random coil [96]. The radius of gyration (Rg) for α-

synuclein calculated at neutral pH from SAXS data (around 40Å) was also significantly smaller 

than that of a random coil polypeptide of the same length (52 Å) [126]. NMR studies 

subsequently demonstrated the presence of transient long-range contacts within the protein, that 

reportedly has a role to play in inhibiting aggregation of the protein [127] and disruption of such 

contacts may lead to a more disordered conformation which could initiate aggregation.  

 Thus α-synuclein is considered to belong to the family of intrinsically disordered 

proteins, characterized by a unique combination of low hydrophobicity and high net charge 

[128]. Any changes in local environment leading to increase in hydrophobicity and decrease in 

net charge can lead to partial folding of the intrinsically disordered protein structure leading to a 

pre-molten globule like conformation [103]. α-synuclein has a negative charge at neutral pH (pI 

4.7) and at lower pH there would be a minimization of the high net charge of the protein leading 

to decreased intramolecular charge-charge repulsion and compaction. Similarly there is an 

increased hydrophobic effect at higher temperatures, leading to a stronger hydrophobic driving 

force for compaction. The pH and temperature induced structural transitions occurred 

simultaneously in a cooperative manner, when monitored by ANS fluroscence and CD [103].  

 Whether α-synuclein is natively unfolded has been a subject of much debate. Until very 

recently α-synuclein was known to exist as a random coil with some residual structures, which 

acquires α-helical secondary structure  only upon binding to lipid vesicles[129]. However one 

recent study showed that α-synuclein isolated and analyzed under non-denaturing conditions 

from mammalian cells and red blood cells exist predominantly as a tetramer of molecular weight 

~ 58kDa that is rich in α-helical structure [130]. This study also showed that cell-derived α-

synuclein behaved very differently from the in vitro recombinantly expressed monomers. It 
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showed significantly increased affinity for lipid binding and also the aggregation behavior was 

vastly different, with the folded tetramers showing almost no fibril formation in vitro, as 

confirmed by ThT fluorescence studies. These observations led to the important question that 

whether the less aggregation-prone folded tetramer conformation was the native form of α-

synuclein and if destabilization of such conformation into an unfolded disordered state precedes 

its misfolding and aggregation?  

 This study attributed the differences in conformations to the long established recombinant 

α-synuclein purification protocol which uses denaturing conditions like heating or denaturants.  

A subsequent study that used modified bacterial expression protocol using a fusion construct, 

avoiding heating or denaturants was able to reproduce the helical folded tetramer structure [131]. 

However whether or not this putative tetramer is the main physiological form of α-synuclein in 

the brain is still controversial. Almost all studies conducted later could not replicate this folded 

tetramer conformation of α-synuclein and confirmed that endogenous and overexpressed α-

synuclein in human, mouse and rat brain predominantly exist in a monomeric state, and co-

migrates with the unfolded recombinantly derived unfolded monomeric α-synuclein in native 

gels and gel filtration columns [132]. Similar behavior was observed in α-synuclein expressed in 

mammalian cell lines, and interestingly even the modified bacterial expression protocol using a 

fusion construct in absence of any denaturing conditions yielded the monomeric disordered 

conformation. The concept of a protein-chameleon has been proposed in literature, according to 

which the structure of α-synuclein depends on its environment and the choice between various 

conformations is determined by the peculiarities of the protein's surroundings [133]. 
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4.5 Mutations Associated with PD 

 Three autosomal dominantly inherited forms of PD have been identified, all of which is 

caused by mutations in the α-synuclein sequence. α-synuclein contains seven repeat regions 

(KTKEGV), within which all the familial mutations have been found. The first mutation 

identified among Greek and Italian kindred was A53T which is located between the fourth and 

fifth repeats [134]. The second mutation A30P located between second and third repeat was 

identified among German kindred [135]. The third mutation E46K was identified in a Spanish 

kindred, located within the fourth repeat region [106]. Surprisingly, within the two repeat regions 

in the NAC region, no mutation has been detected to date. All the mutants are more aggregation 

prone than the wild type (WT), and causes early onset of PD in people carrying them. However, 

the aggregation pathways differ significantly. For example the lag time (from ThT fluorescence) 

of A53T is much lower than the WT, while the lag time of A30P is higher than WT, which 

means fibrillation of A53T>WT>A30P and the consumption of monomers of A53T is also the 

fastest [136]. However the process of oligomerization is much faster in the case of A30P 

compared with the WT and also the monomers are consumed faster than WT, forming insoluble 

aggregates that could be precipitated by ultracentrifugation and analyzed using AFM and EM 

[137]. The E46K mutant also increases the aggregation propensity of α-synuclein, but the effect 

is less dramatic than that of A53T mutant. The relative differences in aggregation is consistent 

with the reported age of onset of PD, with the mean age of onset of PD in people carrying A53T 

mutant being 45 years, while that of E46K being 60 years [138]. Therefore the general 

aggregation propensity of the mutants (fibrillar and non-fibrillar combined) has been observed to 

be much higher than the WT.  
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 Surprisingly, like WT the mutant proteins are all largely unstructured in solution [139] 

but exhibit different fibrillar morphologies. The WT fibrils form twisted filaments with a 

diameter 10-15 nm, while A30P mutants form straight filaments with a diameter 11-16 nm, and 

A53T form larger twisted filaments with a diameter of 16-19 nm [140]. The mutants were also 

observed to affect the morphology and size distribution of α-synuclein oligomeric intermediates 

like protofibrils, as measured by ultracentrigugation and scanning transmission electron 

microscopy [104]. The A30P promotes formation of annular, pore-like protofibrils, while the 

A53T forms annular and tubular protofibrillar assemblies. The WT forms annular protofibrils, 

but only after extended incubation.  

 Previous studies have reported that native α-synuclein adopts an ensemble of 

conformations, stabilized by long range interactions, involving the N(residues 1-60) and C 

termini (residues 109-140) which shields the highly amyloidogenic non-Aβ component of 

Alzheimer disease amyloid (NAC) residues 61-95 from solvent and hence prevents the native 

conformation from aggregating [127]. NMR studies have revealed absence of such long range 

contacts in both A30P and A53T mutants, which leaves the hydrophobic NAC region free to 

form intermolecular contacts and hence aggregation can be easily initiated [135]. This study 

further reveals that the compaction of the N-terminal observed in the WT is reduced in the 

mutants, although the C-terminal compaction is comparable to the WT.  

 Interestingly, all atom replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations (REMD) in 

aqueous water, have predicted increased long range intramolecular protein interactions of the C-

terminal with the N-terminal and NAC region of E46K mutant, compared to the WT [141]. 

Based on the reported data, the probability of finding structures with Rg values between 25.5 and 

32.5 Å is higher for the E46K compared to WT, while the WT is more probable of populating 
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conformations of Rg values between 35.5 and 55 Å. This suggests that the E46K mutant is more 

compact than the WT. NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) measurements have 

also detected increased interaction of the acidic C-terminal tail with NAC and N-terminal 

regions. Also, extra interactions between residues 40-50 with both C-terminal and NAC regions 

of the E46K mutant protein is observed, which leads to significant compaction, compared to the 

WT [142]. These results are in agreement with observation that the E46K mutant elutes later than 

WT α-synuclein, and is characterized by higher retention time in the size exclusion 

chromatography [143], suggesting that it is more compact. This study further performed PRE 

analysis on the A30P and A53T mutants, and found similar long range contacts as observed in 

the WT, refuting previous claims that these mutants could be less compact than the WT. The 

previous PRE reports have detected only minor decrease of long range contacts compared to 

WT, which was not larger than the range of experimental error. Residual dipolar coupling (RDC) 

measurements have further confirmed the presence of long range contacts in E46K, as well as in 

the other two mutants A30P and A53T.   

 Thus recent findings that PD linked mutations could be more compact than the WT, 

challenges  previous conclusions that the long range contacts in α-synuclein has a protective role 

to play against protein aggregation [127]. A compact structure does not necessarily shield the 

NAC region from initiating intermolecular interactions.  Evidence supporting this idea have been 

reported recently, in which phosphorylation of α-synuclein at Ser 129 is shown to release the C-

terminus from interacting with the N-terminal region as detected by NMR, yet at the same time 

significantly inhibiting α-synuclein aggregation [144]. The hydrodynamic radius calculated from 

the measured diffusion coefficient of phosphorylated α-synuclein is seen to be much higher than 
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that of WT, suggesting that phosphorylation strongly disrupts the ordering of monomeric α-

synuclein, thus making the chain more expanded and less aggregation prone.   

 There have been numerous attempts to study how the mutants affect the residual structure 

and other properties of the WT, but each mutant has been observed to affect it differently. NMR 

studies have reported that α-synuclein is largely unfolded in solution, though the N-terminal 

exhibits preference for a helical conformation while the C-terminal shows an unfolded structure 

[145]. CD analysis has revealed a similar random coil secondary structure for both E46K and the 

WT, when free in solution [143] and in the presence of phospholipid vesicles, both E46K and 

WT undergo a structural transition to a primarily α-helical state.  On the other hand, NMR 

studies have revealed that the helical propensity of residues 18-31 found in the WT is absent in 

A30P, exhibiting zero average population for α-helical conformation. In contrast, the A53T 

mutation leaves the helical propensity of this region intact [146]. Also the A53T exhibits slightly 

enhanced local preference for extended β-sheet-like conformations around the site of the 

mutation. Atomic force microscopy-based single molecule experiments have revealed that the 

primary random-coil structure of α-synuclein shows a tendency towards forming β-like 

conformers (that resembles β-sheets) in around 7% of the cases in WT, while this tendency 

increases 38% upon A30P mutation [8].  

 Other physiochemical property analysis has also revealed differences in behavior of the 

mutants. For example, the hydration properties of A53T mutant compared to the WT using 

NMR, differential scanning calorimetry and MD simulations, have revealed that the mutant 

displays somewhat higher level of hydration, suggesting a bias towards more open structures 

[140]. MD simulation studies also predict that there is considerable differences in the way each 

of these mutants interact with membranes [147] suggesting that each would affect the biological 
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role of α-synuclein differently. Electrostatics alone is also insufficient to explain why the 

mutants make the protein more aggregation prone.  One of the mutants E46K increases the 

positive charge of N-terminal lipid binding domain, which would be expected to enhance 

interactions with the negatively charged C-terminal domain, but the same does not hold for the 

other two mutants. Therefore the key factor that drives these mutants to be so much more 

aggregation prone and pathogenic in nature than the WT and causes early onset of PD is still 

unknown.  

 

4.6 Expression and Purification Protocol  

  The α-synuclein plasmid was a kind gift from Gary Pielak (University of North Caroline, 

Chapel Hill, NC). α-synuclein is a 140 residue long polypeptide chain sequence that does not 

contain either Trp or Cys. First, two different Trp/Cys pair-containing α-synuclein mutants, 

namely Y39W/A69C and F94W/A69C, were created using the QuikChange site-directed 

mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). For mutation studies, a third mutation was then introduced in the 

Y39W/A69C loop and five such triple mutants were created, namely A30P, A53T, E46K, V74E 

and T72P. At each step the mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing. The mutants were 

then expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells and purified by a procedure described previously 

[18]. After the cells were grown and harvested, pellets were resuspended in Lysis buffer 

(containing Tris EDTA) after which protease inhibitor, DNAase, RNAase, and Lysozyme were 

added to the cell suspension and stirred for 30 minutes. It was then sonicated for 4-5 minutes, 

boiled for 20 minutes and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 minutes.  The supernatant was 

collected and the protein was precipitated by addition of 0.361 g/mL ammonium sulfate. The 
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pellet was resuspended in buffer A (20 mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, pH=8.5) and chromatographed 

by anion exchange  on a Q-Sepharose Fast Flow column equilibrated with buffer A, and eluted 

with a linear NaCl gradient (100-1,000 mM). α-Synuclein containing fractions were collected 

and further purified by gel filtration on a Hi-Prep Sephacryl S200 column equilibrated with 

buffer A. The monomeric α-synuclein peak was found to be >95% pure as assessed by SDS-

PAGE and Coomassie blue staining. The protein concentration was determined from the 

absorbance at 280 nm using extinction coefficient of 11,460 M
-1

 cm
-1

 and stored for later 

experiments at -20C in the presence of  20 mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, pH=7.5 along with 1mM 

tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to prevent disulfide bond formation. 

4.7 Contact Quenching Experiment 

 For this experiment, the respective α-synuclein mutant fractions were thawed and diluted 

in 25 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH=7.5), 10 mM TCEP (to prevent disulfide bond 

formation), and various sucrose concentrations (0, 10, 20 and 30% w/w). The final concentration 

of the mutant proteins was kept fixed at 30µM for each set of temperature and viscosity 

measurement. The buffer, sucrose and TCEP solutions were bubbled with N2O for one hour, to 

eliminate oxygen and scavenge solvated electrons created in the UV laser pulse. Triplet lifetime 

decay kinetics of tryptophan as a result of cysteine quenching, was then measured with an 

instrument described in Chapter 2.  

 

4.8 Effect of Good and Bad Mutations on Reconfiguration 

 The Trp triplet decay trace, as it is being quenched by Cys in α-synuclein, is comprised of 

two decays; a rapid decay in the microsecond time scale, which corresponds to the excited state 
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of tryptophan being quenched by cysteine, much faster than the natural decay rate of Trp, in the 

absence of any quencher, and a very slow decay in the 100µs to 1ms time-scale due to other 

photo effects. The fastest rate corresponds to monomer reconfiguration, in which Trp is readily 

quenched by the Cys, and is reported as     . Figure 4.1a represents the sample        versus 

viscosity at various temperatures for the Y39W-A69C loop of α-synuclein measured at pH7.5, 

where the decay times at each temperature is fit to a straight line. The reaction and diffusion 

limited rates can be extracted from the intercept and slope respectively, as described previously. 

The trend is drastically different from all sequences measured previously, where the intercept is 

seen decreasing with temperature and slope increases dramatically, and the straight lines cross 

each other [18]. The analysis from both Gaussian and worm like chain analysis reveals that α-

synuclein diffuses quite fast (~10
-6

cm
2
/s) at lower temperature and physiological pH. However, 

as soon as it is exposed to aggregating conditions such as higher temperature (40°C) and lower 

pH [103], the diffusion slows down (~10
-8

 cm
2
/s) and the chain compacts significantly, slowing 

down reconfiguration. As reported previously, the reaction and diffusion limited rates and the 

diffusion coefficients measured for 4 different loops spanning the 140 residue long peptide were 

remarkable similar at pH7.5 [18].  

 Figure 4.1b shows the        versus viscosity plot at pH 7.5 and various temperatures for 

the aggregation enhancing mutation A53T, in the Y39W/A69C loop. Compared to the wild-type 

Y39W/A69C loop, the slope changes much more drastically, and the intercepts at each 

temperature decreases significantly, reaching close to zero. The trend of the plots for all 3 

aggregation enhancing familial mutations, namely A53T, A30P and E46K are quite similar. 

Figure 4.2a shows the comparison of reaction limited rates of wild type with that of the 3 

aggregation enhancing mutations such that   =1/intercept. The measured values of    are 
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slightly higher for the A53T mutant, and highest for the E46K mutant, while the A30P mutant 

behaves oppositely, with    values slightly lower than the wild type at all temperatures. Figure 

4.2b shows the comparison of measured diffusion limited rates at all temperatures where 

   =1/(  slope) where the slopes were picked from the respective        versus viscosity 

graphs and    is the viscosity of water at that temperature. The reaction and diffusion limited 

rates were analyzed, using the SSS polymer theory, which has been described previously. The 

probability distribution of average Trp Cys distances was chosen such that Equation 10 predicts 

the measured   . Figure 4.2(c,d) shows the average distance   between Trp39 and Cys69 and 

intramolecular diffusion coefficients D calculated by choosing a simple Gaussian distribution as 

the     .  

 At higher temperatures, wildtype α-synuclein becomes more aggregation prone, with the 

    rising drastically, and the chain compacting at least 3 fold compared to that at lower 

temperatures, as shown in Table 4.1 [18]. Figure 4.2c reveals that at all temperatures the E46K 

mutant compacts the chain further. At higher temperatures, even though the wild type α-

synuclein has already undergone significant compaction, a further 5Å collapse is seen for the 

E46K mutant. The A53T mutant’s effects on the chain volume are less drastic than the E46K as 

shown by Figure 4.2c, and it uniformly compacts the chain by 3Å at all temperatures. 

Interestingly, the average distances between 39W and 69C is slightly higher for the A30P mutant 

compared to the wild type at lower temperatures, and remains unchanged at higher temperatures. 

Based on our measurements, we conclude that the aggregation enhancing mutants all affect the 

chain volume differently. The most drastic effect is seen in the E46K mutant, and that could be 

attributed to the addition of a positive charge in the N-terminal domain, which decreases 

repulsion of the negatively charged C-terminal and strengthens attraction, thus compacting the 
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chain. The effect of A53T and A30P mutant maybe less pronounced because alanine has similar 

hydrophobicities to both threonine and proline. Since all three mutants make the protein 

aggregation prone, we can argue that maybe their effects on chain volume alone cannot 

determine whether or not it aggregates.  

 Figure 4.2d shows the comparison of diffusion coefficients D of all the 3 mutants with 

that of the Y39W/A69C loop. Interestingly, all the three familial mutations are seen consistently 

slowing down the diffusion of the wild type 39W-69C loop by at least 2 fold at all temperatures, 

thus facilitating aggregation. The reconfiguration rates     has been calculated using the 

measured diffusion coefficient D and average Trp-Cys distances   and reported in Table 4.1. We 

find that the reconfiguration of all the familial mutations is slower than the wildtype, at all 

temperatures. Using Smoluchowski model of diffusion, the bimolecular diffusion rate      for a 

30µM concentration of α-synuclein is 7x10
4
s

-1
. At lower temperatures, when α-synuclein is less 

aggregation prone, its reconfiguration rate is seen to atleast 50 times higher than the bimolecular 

association formation rate. However, under aggregating conditions such as higher temperatures, 

the reconfiguration of α-synuclein slows down and is seen approaching the bimolecular diffusion 

regime. Since      7.8x10
5
 s

-1
 for the Y39W/A69C loop at T=40°C the reconfiguration and 

bimolecular association rates are within a factor of 10. We find that for all the three mutants the 

reconfiguration slows down significantly at T=40°C such that it is within a factor of 5 of the 

bimolecular association formation rates (Table 4.1). This allows the bad conformations to spend 

more time in the aggregation prone states, thus the likelihood of formation of stable bimolecular 

association increases, before they can escape by reconfiguration to some innocuous 

conformation. Therefore slowing down of reconfiguration is one common factor that seem to be 

driving aggregation in the mutants of α-synuclein.  
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 Previously some aggregation reducing mutations of α-synuclein have been reported 

[148]. V74E reportedly is a self fibrillization defective mutant, which was able to completely 

suppress the fibrillation of the wildtype α-synuclein, as measured by ThT fluorescence. The 

T72P mutant interestingly was able to prevent the fibrillation of wildtype, as well as the familial 

mutants of α-synuclein, namely A53T, A30P and E46K. Figure 4.1b shows the        versus 

viscosity plot at pH 7.5 and various temperatures for the aggregation reducing mutation V74E, in 

the Y39W/A69C loop. Compared to the wild-type Y39W/A69C loop, the change in slope with 

temperature is much more moderate, and the intercepts also increases. The trend of the plots for 

the 2 aggregation enhancing familial mutations, namely V74E and T72P are quite similar. Figure 

4.3a shows the comparison of reaction limited rates of wild type with that of the 2 aggregation 

reducing mutations such that   =1/intercept. Under aggregating conditions (higher 

temperatures), the drastic increase in    that is seen in the wild type is completely suppressed for 

both the aggregation reducing mutations and    is just seen rising only slightly with temperature. 

Figure 4.3b shows the comparison of measured diffusion limited rates at all temperatures. Using 

Gaussian distribution as      in equation 10, the diffusion coefficient D and average Trp Cys 

distances   were calculated, which have been shown in Figure 4.3c, d.  

 The analysis shows that at like higher temperature (T=40°C) the aggregation reducing 

mutations V74E and T72P expands the chain at least 2 fold, and the distance between Trp39 and 

Cys69 increases by more than 20 Å. Also, the slowing down of diffusion with temperature which 

was seen in the wild type is completely prevented; instead compared to the Y39W/A69C loop, 

the diffusion at T=40°C increases by almost 50 times for the V74E mutant and 30 times for the 

T72P mutant. Proline is known to stiffen the chain and that may be attributed to the relatively 

slower diffusion measured for the T72P compared to V74E [19]. This huge increase in diffusion 
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seen in the aggregation reducing mutants, translates into 10 times higher reconfiguration at 

T=40°C. Because the reconfiguration rate (~10
6
s

-1
) is much higher than bimolecular diffusion 

rate (~10
4
s

-1
), the formation of stable bimolecular association formation is unlikely and thus 

aggregation is prevented. This result further corroborates our hypothesis that aggregation results 

from kinetic competition between reconfiguration and bimolecular association.  

 Because E46K and V74E mutants showed the biggest differences in chain volume and 

both causes change of charge in the polypeptide chain, we generated probability distributions 

     using a previously reported model that reweights ensembles of random worm like chains to 

favor or disfavor conformations based on charge attraction or repulsion [28]. We started with a 

set of 10 million worm-like chains generated with a persistence length 4Å and an excluded 

volume of 4Å. Each chain was analyzed for non-local pair-wise interactions and assigned charge 

energy Ee as shown in equation 22. From these new distributions we created a contact map of 

average intramolecular distances between all pairs of residues.  Figure 4.11 shows the difference 

between the maps for mutants E46K and V74E and the wildtype sequence.  E46K shows 

significant compaction between residues 20-60 and residues 80-120 and a small expansion 

between the two termini of the chain.  V74E shows some compaction between residues 20-60 

and 100-120, though much less than for E46K and significant expansion between residues 20-80 

and the C-terminus as well as expansion between residues 60-80 and 110-130. Thus the charge 

model predicts an overall compaction for the E46K and expansion for the V74E mutant. The 

extra positive charge induced by Lys46 would encourage increased intramolecular contacts with 

the negatively charged residues in C-terminus of α-synuclein, which could lead to compaction, 

while in the wildtype Glu46 is likely to repel the C-terminus. Similarly, Glu74 instead of 

uncharged Val in the NAC region would strongly disfavor contacts between the NAC region and 
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the negatively charged C-terminus region, which could open up the chain as we have measured. 

However, electrostatics alone may be insufficient to explain the chain dynamics, because the 

measured chain compaction or expansion clearly varies with temperature, which cannot be 

explained by charge effects. That’s where hydrophobic effects come into play, and because 

Val74 to Glu74 transition involves replacement of a hydrophobic residue by a polar one, it could 

further expand chain by decreasing intramolecular contacts between hydrophobic residues of the 

NAC region with those in other parts of the chain.  
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Figure 4.1 (      ) versus viscosity at pH 7.5, at various temperatures as marked, for α-

synuclein a) Y39W-A69C loop in the wild type sequence b) A53T mutant c) V74E mutant. 

Protein concentration=30 µM. 
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Figure 4.2 Effects of Aggregation-Enhancing, PD-Causing, Familial Mutations (A53T, E46K, 

and A30P). a) Reaction-limited rates.  b) Diffusion-limited rates, normalized to the viscosity at 

water at that temperature. c) Average root mean square distance between W39 and C69 

determined from reaction-limited rates d) Intramolecular diffusion coefficients determined for 

each diffusion-limited rate.  
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Figure 4.3 Effects of Aggregation Reducing Mutations (V74E and T72P). a) Reaction-limited 

rates. b) Diffusion-limited rates, normalized to the viscosity of water at that temperature.  c) 

Average root mean square distance between W39 and C69 determined for each reaction-limited 

rate d) Intramolecular diffusion coefficients determined for each diffusion-limited rate.  
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4.9 Effect of Inhibitors on Reconfiguration 

 Several natural inhibitors of α-synuclein aggregation have been reported previously. The 

most common class of compounds that have exhibited neuroprotective effects belong to the class 

of polyphenolic compounds called flavonoids. They are found abundantly in a wide range of 

fruits, vegetables, and beverages like tea, red wine, etc. In humans the daily intake of such 

flavonoids can range from 50 to 800 mg depending on diet, and may well exceed that of other 

dietary antioxidants like vitamin C, E and carotenoids [149]. Therefore their role in prevention of 

neurodegeneration has been a subject of much interest. 

 One such compound is quercitin derived from different kinds of berries, red and yellow 

onions, tea, wine, apples, buckwheat and beans [150]. It has been studied extensively for its 

beneficial antioxidant properties. Oxidative stress has been reported to be a major risk factor for 

dopamine cell degeneration in PD and reportedly causes increased aggregation of α-synuclein in 

vitro [151]. Dopamine which is a principal neurotransmitter in the substantia nigra, generates 

free radicals during normal metabolism. Excessive accumulation of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) produced in the brain is considered as an important factor that drives neuronal losses and 

dysfunction, leading to neurodegeneration. Natural antioxidants have been widely recognized as 

free radical scavenger, which can destroy ROS and prevent the progression of neurodegenerative 

diseases. However, the recent studies have shown that the covalent binding of quercitin to 

monomeric α-synuclein and not its redox properties is what makes it a strong candidate for fight 

against neurodegenration [149]. One such study revealed that pre-incubated, oxidized quercitin 

caused stronger inhibition of α-synuclein fibrillation, compared to freshly prepared quercitin. 

Therefore the antioxidant activity which is the strongest in the freshly prepared quercitin is not 

the main cause for inhibition of α-synuclein aggregation. Similarly, another flavonoid baicalein, 
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derived from Chinese herbal medicine Scutellaria baicalensis, inhibits α-synuclein fibril 

formation and disaggregates existing fibrils more efficiently in its oxidized form [152]. Binding 

studies have revealed that baicalein binds strongly to α-synuclein with a Kd~500nM, and 

covalently modifies the protein molecules, possibly modulating the aggregation pathway. 

However the molecular mechanism of how they were able to prevent α-synuclein aggregation is 

not known. And the more important question is, are they able to prevent aggregation early 

enough? Existing studies have reported their ability to prevent late stage aggregation, but there is 

no information if they are able to prevent the smallest aggregates, such as dimers or trimers.  

 Figure 4.4b shows the        versus viscosity plot at various temperatures when 

equimolar concentration of inhibitor baicalein (oxidized) was added to the F94W/A69C loop of 

α-synuclein. Quercitin (oxidized) also shows similar trend (raw data not shown). Compared to 

the protein in absence of any inhibitor, the change in slope with temperature is much more 

moderate. The intercepts also increase and don’t change as much, when inhibitors were added. 

Figure 5a shows the comparison of reaction limited rates of protein alone with that of inhibitors 

quercitin and baicalein added. Under aggregating conditions, that is higher temperatures, the 

drastic increase in    which is normally seen in α-synuclein, is completely suppressed by the 

inhibitors, instead the    values becomes much smaller as a result of adding the inhibitors. 

Figure 4.5b shows the comparison of measured diffusion limited rates at all temperatures. Using 

Gaussian distribution as      in equation 10, the diffusion coefficient D and average Trp Cys 

distances   were calculated, which have been shown in Figure 4.5c, d.  

 The analysis shows that at all temperatures, the inhibitors expand the chain and increase 

diffusion of the polypeptide chain. The effect is especially pronounced under aggregation 

condition such as high temperature, when α-synuclein enters the dangerous regime of diffusion, 
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and the likelihood of aggregation increases. At T=40°C, addition of inhibitor baicalein increases 

diffusion of α-synuclein by almost 40 times and the chain expands more than 2 fold, with a 30Å 

expansion. Quercitin on the other hand increases diffusion 30 times at T=40°C and expands the 

chain as much as baicalein. The oxidized products of these inhibitors, reduce their antioxidant 

activities, but increase their polarity and hydrogen binding capacity [149]. When bound to 

monomeric α-synuclein, the inhibitor increases hydrophilicity of the chain, making it more 

hydrated and thus expanding the chain. Also increased hydrogen bonding capacity of the 

oxidized form may encourage the formation of local hydrogen bonds with α-synuclein, thus 

disrupting long range interactions, and making the chain bigger and more flexible. The 

reconfiguration of inhibitor baicalein is 3.4x10
6
s

-1
 and that of quercitin is 2.8x10

6
s

-1
 at T=40°C. 

Since the reconfiguration rate is greater than the bimolecular diffusion rate, bimolecular 

association is highly unlikely. Even if the encounter complex forms out of two aggregation 

competent conformations, fast reconfiguration would allow one or both the conformations to 

reconfigure back to an innocuous conformation, thus preventing stable bimolecular association 

formation.  

 

4.10 Molecule that Slows Down Reconfiguration 

 Figure 4.4c shows the        versus viscosity plot at various temperatures when 

polyphenol epigallochatechin gallete (EGCG) was added to the F94W/A69C loop of α-

synuclein. Surprisingly, compared to the wild-type, the slope changes much more drastically, and 

the intercepts at each temperature decreases significantly, reaching close to zero, like it was 

observed in the case of the aggregation enhancing familial mutations. Figure 4.6(a,b) shows the 
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reaction and diffusion limited rates of the polypeptide chain respectively, at different 

concentrations of EGCG added. Figure 4.6(c,d) shows the average distances between Cys69 and 

Trp94 and the diffusion coefficients respectively, obtained using Gaussian analysis, with and 

without the inhibitor. Interestingly, we find that when equimolar concentration of EGCG was 

added, the diffusion increases slightly, and the chain volume remains unchanged, especially at 

higher temperatures. But at 5-times higher concentration of EGCG, the effect is pronounced and 

   increases drastically, at all temperatures, compared to when no inhibitor was added. At 

T=30°C and 40°C, the intercept of       versus viscosity plot becomes 0 within error (shown in 

figure 4.4c). The    values at those temperatures approach infinity and cannot be reasonably 

determined. Therefore we report the lower end of the error values as    at those temperatures, 

and use that to calculate the chain volume and diffusion constant. At higher concentrations of 

EGCG, the chain volume is collapsed and diffusion slows down, which results in decreased 

reconfiguration, nearing that of bimolecular diffusion. Therefore our measurements predict that 

at equimolar concentrations of EGCG, the polypeptide chain behaves little better than the 

wildtype and reconfiguration is slightly faster, but at higher concentrations it slows down 

reconfiguration of α-synuclein into the dangerous regime where bimolecular association is more 

likely and thus making it more prone to aggregation.  

 Our measurements are in agreement with previously reported studies [153][154]. 

Reportedly EGCG prevents fibril formation of α-synuclein at equimolar concentrations, relative 

to the protein, as observed by decrease of ThT fluorescence signal to ~10% of that observed 

when no EGCG was added. This effect is also caught in our measurements, where we observe 

the reconfiguration becoming slightly faster than the protein without the inhibitor. However, this 

increase in reconfiguration is nothing drastic, unlike observed in the case of inhibitors quercitin 
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and baicalein, merely 2 times faster than when no inhibitor was added, so it’s still not 

convincingly out of the dangerous regime. Previous studies have also reported that at higher 

concentrations of EGCG, structured aggregates like fibrils is largely prevented but there is the 

sudden appearance of unstructured spherical oligomers, which are caught by EM studies. Our 

measurements show that at higher concentrations, the reconfiguration of α-synuclein is slowing 

down, causing it to enter the dangerous regime where the chain can easily form stable 

bimolecular associations. This may be facilitating the formation of the new oligomers and hence 

EGCG is modulating the aggregation pathway from fibrils to oligomers. These studies have 

concluded that these oligomers are non-toxic in nature, and hence EGCG may be successful in 

combating the harmful effects of α-synuclein aggregation in association with PD. However, 

these detected non-toxic oligomers were mostly higher order aggregates, which leave open the 

more important question of whether EGCG can prevent the formation of the smaller hard-to -

detect toxic aggregates like dimers. Our results predict that EGCG, which is slowing down 

reconfiguration and encouraging bimolecular associations, may not be an ideal aggregation 

inhibitor. It is however possible that it combats α-synuclein induced toxicity in cells, by some 

other mechanism and not by virtue of remodeling the aggregation pathway.  

 Of the polyphenolic inhibitors tested so far quercitin and baicalein have given positive 

results, but the problem with using them as inhibitors is that even though binding studies show 

that they bind to α-synuclein, it is not known exactly where they bind. However, specific binding 

is an important issue when it comes to choosing drug candidates, and that is what led to a very 

interesting molecule, called CLR01, also referred to as molecular tweezer (MT). Figure 4.8 

shows the artificially generated molecular structure of MT, which displays an exceptionally high 

affinity for amino acid lysine (Dissociation constant~200 µM in neutral phosphate buffer) [155]. 
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It comprises of an electron-rich cavity with two anionic phosphonate groups, which facilitates 

strong binding of lysine by locking the amino acid side chain through the cavity and subsequent 

locking by formation of phosphonate-ammonium salt bridge, as predicted using NMR by and 

Monte Carlo simulations. Thus the Lys butene group (C4H8) group is strongly threaded into the 

cavity, stabilized by electrostatic and Vander Waals interactions. Lysine residues are attractive 

targets since they are often involved in stabilizing long-range electrostatic interactions, 

disruption of which may bring about changes in aggregation behavior of the amyloidogenic 

proteins. Lysine specific MTs have been reported to prevent aggregation of many proteins, 

including α-synuclein, but the molecular mechanisms behind such behavior was not known and 

also the question of whether it can prevent early aggregation was open. 

 

4.11 Molecular Tweezer  

 Figure 4.4a shows the        versus viscosity plot at various temperatures when 

equimolar concentration of MT was added to the F94W/A69C loop of α-synuclein. It shows that 

the change in slope with temperature is almost completely wiped out, and also the intercepts 

increase considerably, which yields much smaller    values compared to when no inhibitor was 

added. Figure 4.7a shows that at all temperatures the reaction limited rates decrease in a 

concentration dependant manner with the increase in MT concentration, and at higher ratios there 

is an order of magnitude difference in    values of α-synuclein. Figure 4.7b shows the diffusion 

limited rates with and without the MT. Using Gaussian distribution as      in equation 10, the 

diffusion coefficient D and average Trp Cys distances   were calculated, which have been shown 

in Figure 4.7c, d. The analysis shows that MT increases the diffusion of α-synuclein and also 
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expands the chain volume in a concentration dependant manner, as seen by increase in measured 

diffusion coefficient and the average distances between Trp94 and Cys69 positions. At T=30 and 

40°C, the chain expands more than 3 fold and increase of diffusion is almost 50 times when 

equimolar concentrations or higher MT was added to α-synuclein. That results in a 

reconfiguration rate which is 10 times higher than the bimolecular diffusion rate of α-synuclein, 

which would make stable bimolecular association formation highly unlikely and thus 

aggregation is prevented.  

 α-synuclein has 15 lysine residues, and CLR01 binding site is located in the region 

spanning residues 10-20,  most likely at Lys10 and or Lys12 which was determined by mass 

spectrometry [92]. There is fairly strong binding observed between α-synuclein and the MT with 

KD values ranging from 10
-7

 to 10
-4

 M, as determined by binding studies done by monitoring 

Trp94 fluorescence with increasing concentrations of MT added to a fixed concentration of 

protein (~1µM). Binding of MT to α-synuclein causes blue-shift of Trp94 and also increases the 

total fluorescence, as shown in Figure 4.9.  This suggests that the Trp is becoming more 

sequestered from surrounding molecules, but the fact that Trp is becoming less solvent exposed 

does not necessarily guarantee compaction, as we showed in our measurements of   . 

 However a still unanswered question is exactly how CLR01, when bound to one or two 

Lys in α-synuclein, increases the reconfiguration rate. While bound, CLR01 changes the charge 

on Lys from +1 to -1 because each CLR01 molecule has two charged phosphate groups, so the 

addition of each CLR01 further decreases the net charge of the protein, which under 

physiological conditions is -9. It has been reported previously that there is a possible phase 

transition from a disordered globule to a swollen coil as the fraction of positively or negatively 

charged residues increases while mean hydropathy remains constant [156] and that the pattern of 
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charges in the sequence affects the size of the chain significantly [157]. The charged Lys 

residues located throughout the first 100 residues in the sequence of α-synuclein likely 

preferentially associate with the multiple negatively charged residues, mostly located in the C-

terminus, thus creating many close associations between distant residues in the α-synuclein 

sequence. With CLR01 bound, -1 charged Lys may prefer association with positively charged 

Lys or Arg residues nearby, creating close associations among residues located closer to each 

other in the sequence. Presumably, these local associations lead to conformations that are less 

compact and more diffusive.  

 Since MT binds to Lys10 and Lys12 causing a charge reversal of +1 to -1, a mimic of 

MT binding to α-synuclein can be performed by simple reversal of charge in those two residues 

in the sequence, which can be used to study the effects of MT binding to α-synuclein. Therefore, 

we reversed the charge on these residues and calculated Ee to compare with unbound α-

synuclein, assuming that the hydropathy remains unchanged on CLR01 binding to α-synuclein. 

Fig. 4.10 shows the re-weighed probability distributions for α-synuclein alone or with CLR01 

bound to Lys10 and Lys12. As each CLR01 molecule binds to one or both residues, interestingly 

the distribution shifts to larger r, thus predicting that the chain becomes bigger, which matches 

our measured decrease in   . Contact maps that plots average intramolecular distances have 

predicted significantly closer contacts between N-terminal and C-terminal regions of α-synuclein 

(residues 1-40 and 120-140) than random coil. These close contacts are inhibited upon binding of 

the first CLR01 molecule, and decreases further upon binding of the second CLR01 [92].  

 To achieve quantitative agreement between the model and experiment, the tuning 

parameters σ and   were adjusted such that the measured reaction limited rate is correctly 

predicted by Equation 20. First,   was determined by adjusting the ratio of the calculated 
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reaction-limited rates for 1 and 2 CLR01 bound to match the measured ratio. Then σ was 

adjusted to match the absolute rates for those sequences. The best fit for these parameters is 

given by  =20 and σ=0.25 and the rates have been plotted in Figure 4.10.  

 This model suggests that α-synuclein behaves as a random chain restrained by both 

repulsive and attractive interactions (excluded volume repulsion, hydrophobic attraction, and 

charge repulsion and attraction). Disruption of this balance of interactions, in this case by 

reversing the charge on certain residues, substantially changes the ensemble properties and 

therefore the dynamics. A more expanded chain is more diffusive and therefore more likely to 

avoid bimolecular association and subsequent oligomerization. CLR01 binds to α-synuclein and 

prevents its aggregation by perturbing key hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, resulting in 

a concentration dependant increase of reconfiguration rate of the protein.  

 Our results predict that MT can be a potential drug candidate for fighting 

neurodegenerative diseases like PD. Previous reports suggest that MT inhibits α-synuclein 

aggregation by inhibiting fibril formation and disaggregation of preformed fibrils. The 

compound also completely blocked α-synuclein toxicity in cell lines, when α-synuclein was 

either overexpressed or exogenously added. Also, in a zebrafish model MT successfully 

combated neurotoxicity induced by α-synuclein, reducing neuronal apoptosis, improving 

abnormal phenotype and extending survival [158]. Using radio-labeled version of the compound, 

it was found that MT crosses the blood brain barrier and 1-month treatment resulted in the 

decrease of protein aggregates in the brain of mice, protection of neurons and reversal of disease 

progression, suggesting that this compound may actually be a breakthrough find in the fight 

against neurodegenerative diseases  [159]. 
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Figure 4.4 (      ) versus viscosity at pH 7.5, at various temperatures for inhibitor with α-

synuclein Y39W-A69C loop a) Molecular tweezer, CLR01 b) inhibitor Baicalein c) inhibitor 

EGCG. Protein concentration=30 µM. 
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Figure 4.5 Effects of Natural Inhibitors on α-synuclein. a) Reaction-limited rates. b) Diffusion-

limited rates, normalized to the viscosity of water at that temperature.  c) Average root mean 

square distance between W94 and C69, determined from the reaction-limited rates d) 

Intramolecular diffusion coefficients determined from diffusion-limited rates.  
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Figure 4.6 Effect of EGCG on α-synuclein. a) Reaction-limited rates. b) Diffusion-limited rates, 

normalized to the viscosity of water at that temperature.  c) Average root mean square distance 

between W94 and C69, determined from the reaction-limited rates d) Intramolecular diffusion 

coefficients determined from diffusion-limited rates.  
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Figure 4.7 Concentration dependant effect of Molecular Tweezer on α-synuclein. a) Reaction-

limited rates. b) Diffusion-limited rates, normalized to the viscosity of water at that temperature.  

c) Average root mean square distance between W94 and C69, determined from the reaction-

limited rates d) Intramolecular diffusion coefficients determined from diffusion-limited rates.  
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 Figure 4.8 Molecular Tweezer CLR01 molecule 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Effect of binding of CLR01 on Trp94 fluorescence of α-synuclein. Protein 

concentration was fixed at 1µM and the CLR01 concentration was gradually increased. 
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Figure 4.10 Calculated effect of CLR01 binding on α-synuclein conformation. a) Re-weighted 

probability distributions, Z(r), for = 0, = 20 for α-synuclein alone (blue), α-synuclein with 

one CLR01 bound at Lys10 (cyan), one CLR01 bound at Lys12 (magenta), and α-synuclein 

bound to two CLR01 molecules in positions 10 and 12 (red).  In each case, the bound CLR01 are 

approximated by Lys→Glu substitutions.  b) Calculated (red triangles) reaction-limited rates 

using Eq. 9 and the probability distributions calculated in (a).  The measured reaction-limited 

rates are plotted as black circles.  

 

 

Table 4.1 Parameters obtained from Gaussian analysis for aggregation prone mutations   

Peptide Temperature 

°C 

Diffusion 

Coefficient D 

(cm
2
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Average Trp-Cys 

distance 

(Å) 

Reconfiguration 

(s
-1
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Y39W/A69C 0 2x10
-6

 73 3.8x10
6 

A53T 0 9.5x10
-7

 70 1.9x10
6
 

E46K 0 9.6x10
-7 

63 2.5x10
6 

A30P 0 1x10
-6 

79 1.75x10
6 

Y39W/A69C 40 3.2x10
-8

 21 7.8x10
5 

A53T 40 1.5x10
-8

 17 5x10
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E46K 40 1.4x10
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16 5x10
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A30P 40 1.8x10
-8 

21 4x10
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Figure 4.11 Intramolecular contact plots a) E46K and b) V74E.  Each plot is the difference 

between the mutant and the wildtype sequence.  The average distance is calculated from the 

reweighted ensembles using Eqs. 6 and 7 for γ= 9. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion  

 Protein aggregation is a complex process which has been linked to several 

neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The big challenge associated with 

treating these diseases is that by the time people go to the doctor the aggregation process has 

already spread all over their brain, killing a big chunk of the brain cells. It is almost impossible to 

control disease progression at this stage. The biochemical changes associated with the disease 

happen within the body at least a decade before actual symptoms occur. Therefore in order to 

treat these diseases it is really important to catch aggregation in its early stages. That was the 

primary motivation behind developing this novel biophysical technique, which can predict the 

early aggregation propensity of any sequence. Existing screening methods test inhibitors on their 

ability to prevent higher order aggregates, because most assays can detect aggregates only 

beyond a certain size. Since our technique probes the first stage in aggregation of proteins, it can 

be applied towards identifying inhibitors that prevent bimolecular association of proteins. 

Inhibitors that arrest early aggregation can be good drug candidates for neurodegenerative 

diseases.  

 Within the crowded cellular environment, the proteins are always colliding against each 

other, but not always do they end up sticking together. This model postulates that the speed at 

which they collide is very crucial and controls whether they make stable associations. 

Reconfiguration can be imagined as the measure of how fast a sequence is changing its shape 

with time and if a sequence changes shape faster than its ability to make bimolecular 

associations, it can escape making stable contact with another sequence. This escape by 
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reconfiguration is the salient feature of this model and gives it an edge over all other aggregation 

models proposed to date.  

 Based on my measurements, this model successfully predicts and explains why Aβ42 is 

more aggregation prone than Aβ40 peptide. The latter reconfigures much faster, and hence can 

easily escape making stable associations while the former ends up making stable intermolecular 

contacts more often. That would explain why senile plaques derived from postmortem 

Alzheimer’s brain shows the presence of large amounts of Aβ42 aggregates. Reconfiguration also 

emerges as a key factor that decides whether a mutation is good or bad. The familial mutant 

proteins that cause PD, reconfigure much slower compared to the wildtype, making escape by 

reconfiguration difficult and hence are much more likely to aggregate. On the other hand, 

mutations that prevent aggregation speed up reconfiguration thus making protein-protein 

interactions difficult. I further showed that reconfiguration can be moved around by varying 

solution conditions and also with the help of small molecule inhibitors that bind to proteins. 

Because reconfiguration controls early steps of aggregation of proteins, small molecule inhibitors 

that modulate reconfiguration to a safe regime, may be good therapeutic candidates for fighting 

neurodegenerative diseases like AD and PD.  

 However, this work leaves behind several questions unanswered, which could be the 

scope of future work. While this model gives a good insight into the aggregation from the 

dynamics point of view, the morphological aspect still remains unclear. Even though my 

measurements predict compact or expanded monomeric structures under different conditions, the 

exact structure is unknown. There is still the need to develop modern imaging techniques to 

observe live aggregation within cells and also to detect lowest order aggregate such as a dimer. 

Modern techniques such as super-resolution fluorescence imaging techniques have been 
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successful in capturing images of protein aggregates within the crowded cellular environment, 

but it was limited by resolution and could only observe fibrillar structures and higher order 

oligomers [160].   

 In the absence of structural information of lower order aggregates, we have to rely on the 

kinetic studies to detect protein aggregation in its early stages. That is where this aggregation 

model will be extremely useful. Using this model, I have successfully shown an excellent 

correlation between reconfiguration with that of the aggregation propensity of sequences. 

Therefore simply by measuring reconfiguration rate of sequences and using the aggregation 

model described in chapter 1, it is possible to predict the early aggregation propensity of 

sequences. This work further shows that it is possible to control the reconfiguration of sequences 

by changing the sequence length, conditions, addition of inhibitors or point mutations. By 

making the reconfiguration much higher than the dangerous bimolecular association regime, it is 

possible to rescue the protein from aggregation. This can be used as an effective strategy to 

screen inhibitors that can act in the beginning of the aggregation pathway, making bimolecular 

association difficult. Such inhibitors will be useful in fighting neurodegenerative diseases like 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.  
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